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Managing democracy
he virtue of any new

democ
lies not only in its ability to hold the first multiparty elections, but in that any subsequent election is held within the
period stipulated in the constitution.
Malawi held its first multiparty
election in 1994, a year after the
people of that Southern African nation of 11.6 million voted massively
in a referendum to put an end to
nearly three decades of Kamuzu
Banda’s one party, autocratic rule.
After decades of being treated as
a pariah state in the context of the
liberation politics in Southern Africa, for the first time Malawi was
playing a positive and constructive
role in the political and economic
development of the region
Malawi’s next general and presi-

T

racy

.

dential elections

are

and President Bakili

due in 1999,

Muluzi, who is

run for his second and final mandate is definitely

certainly expected to
poised to be given

a

full

new man-

date.

of the dictatorial rule under which
Malawians lived under Kamuzu
Banda. It was convenient for the old

regime to keep people ignorant
since this created the perfect conditions for them to remain at the bbttom

of the economic ladder

so as

to

that

they did not question the
integrity and the legitimacy of the
system which denied them of their
basic political, economic and social
rights.
ensure

The confusion about what is
meant by democracy and popujar
participation is thus the result of
years of deprivation, persecution
and oppression. But the confusion
has taken a particularly heavy toll
on the nascent democracy in Ma-

lawi, with what

are

taken-for-

granted freedoms elsewhere being
interpreted for something else (or
even abused) in Malawi.
The situation can only change if
the government in particular, but
also the civil society in general, undertake

that will introduce

which in turn creates the conto embark on a new path of
economic development.
But the political crisis itself is a
racy,

manifestation of the economic crisis that has affected not only Malawi, but also most of the newly established democracies in Africa; the
result of unequal and unjust terms
of trade between the south and the
Just to illustrate the nature of the

such

as

that of Malawi

thrive.

can

The distribution of

resources

the

of a

tie

of casting a
Democracy requires knowledge which allows voters to vote consciously and to become aware of their rights and the

tional system.
It is only when

duced to the
vote in

a

as

conventional wis-

mere

act

ballot box.

responsibilities owed to them by the
government they would
to put into power.

have helped

As the main article in this issue
a study of the Malawians’
understanding of what a democracy
entails revealed an enormous degree
of ignorance over issues of governance, the roles of parliament, the
civil service and judiciary.

observes,

This could not have

come as a

surprise given the level and depth
2

teaching of the basic elements
democracy, individual freedoms
and citizens’ responsibility before
society at all levels of the educa-

sustained for the benefit of the

developments having taken place

in the way of resources and income
redistribution. There is great pressure

such elements
have been fully understood by the
people can democracy flourish and

for fertile land in such

These

are some

to heal the wounds of the

tion from the doctrines of the

embark

party system into full scale democ¬

small,

of the most press-

society. Malawi is hardly alone
in situations where democracy has
not been fully incorporated in the
minds of the citizenry. Many of the
emerging democracies in Africa
have been beset by the same type of
problems, making it difficult for
them to make that necessary transione

a

densely populated country, whose
population continues to grow rapidly at a rate of 3.5 percent per year.

en-

tire

|

problem Malawi faces, it will be
enough to state that more than 90
percent of the country’s population
depend directly on agriculture for
their survival. Agricultural production represents 37 percent of the
country’s GDP and 90 percent of its
export earnings. In a situation where
the prices of agricultural commodities have witnessed a sharp decline
worldwide in recent years, it is hard
to see how an agro-based economy

dom will demonstrate, the practice
of democracy can not simply be re-

However,

]

north.

within the country itself have remained skewed at best, with very lit-

measures

i

ditions

ing issues Malawians face

as

they

prepare itself for their country’s second general and presidential elec-

tions sometime in the latter quarter
of next year. It is not too late for them

begin a process of civic education
that will in the long run help society
to

on

past and

the road for economic de-

velopment and prosperity.!
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Power of diplomacy

needed to solve Congo crisis

The problems facing the Democratic Republie of Congo (DRC) could well have been

anticipated right at the time when President
Laurent Kabila took over power in May

Africa: Federalism

for a genuine democratic transition in the
Congo, based on a broad-based popular participation, found themselves sidelined and
even labeled as ‘sell outs’. But Kabila is

1997. His Alliance of Democratic Forces for

ideologically bankrupt and could not at the

the Liberation of Congo

time have foreseen the dangers of acting as
a stooge for the interests of others. Obviously, in such a large country as Congo, it
could only have been expected that at some
point the people there would revolt against
this kind of machinations. Wlien the issue
of manipulation was brought to Kabila’s attention he had no choice but to act, removing from his government all the bad ele-

(ADLF) was a mixture of
different interest groups, all of
which took refuge in the need to oust
Mobutu. The crisis in the Congo has its
roots in the myriad of interests that were
characteristic of the ADFL. Amongst those
who constituted the ADFL there

who

were

were

those

genuinely concerned with the

democratic ti'ansformation in that vast coun-

those hid many of the security interests of Congo’s neighbours, namely
Angola, Burundi, Rwanda and Uganda.
By aiding Kabila, the regimes in these countries (their own legitimacy is quite questionable, having never stood the test of an election themselves) had hoped that they would

try, but behind

be able to surround him with their

own

peo-

ensure that he safeguards their
interests. Others saw a window of opportu-

pie and thus

nity to expand trade links and to sell their
excess arms to a new regime eager to be
recognised as an active member of the regional fraternity. To achieve these hideous
objectives, countries which had advocated

SADC must

a

But the resort to
problems is

arms as a means to

settle

longer the best solution.
Congo’s neighbours need to discuss the
no

mechanisms through which Congo can prevent its borders from becoming a haven of
forces fighting against them. Inter-state
agreements to that effect, whether at a bilateral level or within a regional framework,
with binding effects on all signatories, would
appear more appropriate than the perpetuation of the cycle of violence,
Caitlin Breytenbach
Johannesburg
South Africa

eruption of the Congo crisis

comes at

opment Community (SADC) Organ for

Politics, Defence and Security is affected by

paralysis that appears to be nowhere near
end. Because of mutual mistrust amongst
a

its members, SADC is therefore unable to
a leading role in resolving the conflict
which threatens to once again engulf the

for

a

prompt and decisive intervention b>

SADC if necessary with

all the military might
possible to protect the present government in
Congo,
But in so doing, the leaders of the organ!
sation must ask Kabila for something in re
turn. He must open up the system to allow foi

region with tides of refugees. We are clearly
faced here with

the election of

a

situation where

ber of the

one mem-

organisation is facing external
aggression from Burundi, Rwanda and
Uganda, and SADC can not certainly afford to let the situation to go on unchecked.
As it is now, the situation in Congo calls

a

constituent assembly that

must be charged with enacting a new, demo-

cratic constitution.
Clement Musonda
Copperbelt
Zambia

Letters should be addressed to: The Editor, P.O. Box MP

preview of Mozambique’s local elections in June
(SAPEM, Vol. 11, No. 8, June 1998) offers an insight with regards to the nature
of ethnic politics in Africa. The Portuguese colonialists in Mozambique did
their best to divide and rule the counfry,

concentrating their development projects
in the southern and coastal

areas

of the

country, to the detriment of the rest. As
a result, you have a situation today
whereby Maputo is an island of prosperity in the midst of abject poverty. The
danger of this kind of situation is that

those who feel left out of the system may
find no reason to remain part of a coun-

fry from which they derive very little or
no

benefits. Fernando

comes

closer

though timidly-to proposing for

—

some

sort of federal systems
of the ethnic problems

in Africa. Much
that have faced
post-independent Africa have their roots
in the failure to recognise the artificial
nature of the so-called nation-state,
where different nationalities, with differcultures and aspirations are forced to
live under one
often corrupt -

ent

strongman. There is no virtue in one
strong central authority that is not underpinned by equally strong authorities in

periphery. For the strength of the cendepends a lot in the strength of
the periphery. A meaningful devolution
tre

people of all political persuasions to partici
pate in the country’s political life, set up democratic institutions and establish a deadline fo

play

Fernando Goncalves’

the

necessary

time when the Southern African Devel-

answer

—

help Kabila, but democracy
IS

The

ments.

is the

often

of power to the local
fore be seen as the

level should thereright step towards
the strengthening of the nation state.
Only when people, even at the lowest
level of government, are empowered to
shape their own future, when they feel
that their participation in the developof their own country is not only
accepted but actively encouraged, can
stability be achieved.
ment

Washington Maseneke
Harare
Zimbabwe

1005, Mt Pleasant Harare -Zimbabwe or to 338 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare-Zimbabwe.
be edited for purposes of clarity and space.

Letters must indicate the writers full name and address, and may
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MALAWI

PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF DEMOCRACY:
THE ROLE OF CIVIC EDUCATION
LEWIS B DZIMBIRI

8
S
7

s
tn

u

Political

O

transformation in Malawi: Youths celebrate victory after the 1993 referendum
ver

the

past few years, Malawians
witnessed

have

numerous

occurrences that form part of
growth and development politically,
economically socially and culturally.
Political
parties,
independent
newspapers, civil society organisations

their

have mushroomed

since the

advent

of

other things. There is also an
increasing tendency among political leaders
mostly from the official opposition Malawi
Congress Party to resign from their party
and
declare themselves “independent
among

candidates”.

Liberalisation of the economy has led to
exchange rates and the structural

flexible

multiparty democracy.
New NGOs have emerged; notably the

adjustment

Malawi Institute for Democratic and
Economic Affairs, the Centre for Human

prices such as maize, fertiliser among others
thereby hitting the rural poor hardest.
Since the last general election in 1994
there has been a lot of by-elections

Rights and Rehabilitation, the Centre for
Advice and Research on Rights; the Society
for the Advancement of Women, and the
Malawi Professional women Association.
New

public offices have been established,

w'hich include the Law Commission, the

Anti-Corruption

Bureau,

the Industrial

Court. theNational Compensation Tribunal,
and the Office of the Ombudsman. Trade
unions

thriving, and the judiciary seems
independent. Numerous laws
been repealed, some amended and
are

to be very

have
others

enacted

There

is

a

enhance

democracy.
growing tendency among
to

politicians to change “colours” like a
chameleon with Justification to supporters
each time

(Dzimbiri, 1998). Defection has

been a typical feature in Malawi. Political
Leaders from minor parties are defecting to
the ruling party

with allegations and counter
allegations of corruption, voter buying.

4

programmes which have been
associated with rocketing up of commodity

undertaken

in

different

constituencies

throughout the three regions of Malawi
mostly due to deaths of incumbents as well
as political defection already cited above.
Only in rare occasions have results been
without challenge.
A lot of boycotts,
allegations of corruption, rigging,
irregularities in the registration and voting
has been the order of the day. The High
Court in Malawi has in recent years been
drawn into these squabbles from time to
time, receiving petitions, and applications
for injunctions or rulings over electoral
results.
Armed with

multiparty constitution
good number of basic
freedoms and human rights, the Malawi
society is now outspoken. People can
express their views freely; in schools there
which enshrines

a

a

is

a

great deal of indiscipline among
leading to expulsion or closure of

students

school from time to time.

Strikes in the

private and public sector organizations are
on the increase
a phenonmenon that could
not be imagined during the thirty years of
Banda’s rule. Even in parliament, it is not
uncommon to hear that parliamentarians
have boycotted national assembly debate or
-

moved out of the chamber in protest over
some

irregularity. The Malawi opposition

is very outspoken and it
hear heated debates in

is not uncommon to
parliament live on
the national radio with frequent uproar,
laughter, teasing - a new parliamentary
culture altogether.
On the cultural

scene

there

are

those

who feel that

boys and girls have gone
beyond their cultural boundarynumerous drug abuse cases, smoking, and
adoption of foreign styles of dress, shave or
walking. Significant increases have been
recorded in armed robberies, car thefts,
rape
cases,
and other dysfunctional
behaviours quite alien to the past experiences
of the older

generation.
Poverty Alleviation has become a
national policy owing to the extent of rural
poverty in Malawi. A lot of actors such as
civil
servants,
non
governmental
organisations, political leaders of various
•persuations are functioning at grassroots
level in the form of self help projects.
SAPEM JULY/AUGUST 1998
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community participation, decentralisation
of government functions to districts, wards
and village level among others are new

development strategies in recent years.
All these issues have occurred within a
short

period of time, and certainly in a more

radical

manner.

Thus the Malawian citizen

radically shifted her political, social,
economic and cultural compass, and has to
function with many Political parties, has to

has

listener to

campaign
from. political parties for
parliamentary, presidential and local
government elections.
become

a

numerous

messages

PROBLEM

in

The May 17 General
Malawi which was

Election of 1994
preceded by a

National Referendum of June, 14 1993
closed one of the worst and protracted

chapters in Malawi’s 30 years of dictatoral
that led to this episode
were subtle, complex and multifaceted far
beyond the imagination of every Malawian.
As President Bakili Muluzi said a year
later, “for the first time in 30 years, people
can live as human beings”. This was not an
rule. The processes

overstatement.

from

party dictatorial rule
multiparty political system represents a

A
to a

move

one

major societal shift in direction, structures,
and culture which demands a great deal of

adaptability by both the governors and the
governed. Incidentally a lot of experiences
have occurred during these maiden years of
Malawi’s
democracy
which are
symptomatic. There has been significant
index of voter apathy and indifference
during the by-elections, unstable alliances
or
coalitions among political parties,
numerous
defections among political
leaders to other political parties, increasing
strikes in the public and private sector
organisations, indiscipline among school
pupils and student under the ambit of newly
found basic freedoms and human rights,
disenchantment with rising commodity
prices and growing insecurity in recent
years.
Do

Malawians

understand

what

democracy as a system of government and
as a culture is?
If not, what implications

growth and
development of democracy in Malawi?
It was therefore fitting that a study to
gain a comprehensive understanding of the
major perceptions among the citizenry on
multiparty system of governance be
undertaken in order to identify gaps in
knowledge.
In order to capture the perceptions of
does

this

have

on

the

SAPEM JULY/AUGUST 1998

Voting during Malawi’sfirst multiparty elections in 1994.
the citizens on
in Malawi, the

democracy and governance
study used the survey mode
of observation to collect both qualitative
and quantitative data. The major target of
the-study was the lowest strata of the
Malawian society be it in the urban and
rural areas, people who are mostly illiterate
and semi-illiterate. They account for over
seventy per cent of the population of
Malawi which at present stands at tw'elve

parliamentary elections
political campaigns
bases for voting

million.

linkage between
democracy and
economic development
democracy, freedom
and authority.

A
was

to

candidates

linkage between
democracy and civil
behaviour and

responsibility, morals,
ethics, etc.

stratified sample of732 respondents

purposively targeted with the view

capture two major locations

and rural

areas

-

personal

freedoms and

urban

of Zomba district.

The sample took into account sex,
occupational status and location. Overall,
388 males against 344 females were
reached; and of these 353 respondents were

understand.

urban based and 379 rural dwellers.

this stage to comment

The study revealed an enormous degree
of ignorance by the citizens under study.
While the findings can only be cautiously

state

generalised owing to limited sample, the
outcome is still very illuminating. What is
clear is that the following areas are not fully
understood by the majority of the
respondents.

were

This however, does not exhaust the
areas that the citizens do not

list of

of

It is however

important at
in terms of why the
knowledge among the

respondents should be

as it is.
The three decades after independence

conducive to

Government

learning these areas
The dictatorial regime that
ruled the country made it difficult to talk of
democracy, institutions of government,
campaign, economy, leadership among
others. A state of fear permeated social,
cultural, political and economic spheres of

role of Parliament

life in Malawi.

.

role of Civil Service

not

of knowledge.

primary school level where civics
taught, teachers feared teaching the
subject which deals with structure of
At

national Constitution

was

democratic government
role of a minister
role of a member of parliament
role of ward councillor

government, duties and responsibilities of
ministers, citizens, government etc. This is

one
vs

party government

multiparty

role of opposition party

political defection in
democratic

government

general elections

because any simple remark or single
misrepresentation of facts led to
imprisonment without trial. Teachers in the
primary, secondary, and college level were
warned to teach history with care. One had
to teach according to the tune of Dr.
so

Kamuzu Banda

even at

the cost of error
5

or

COVER STORY

being unprofessional.
In the university, the Department of
political and Administrative studies (a
name that has just been
acquired in 1997
after 32 years

of tlie establishment of the

University of Malawi in 1965) failed to
introduce rigorous courses in political
science and government. Some of these
hidden under the name public
Administration.
Although courageous

courses were

expatriate lecturers were able to introduce
comparative politics and administration,
political science among other disciplines,
the content and examples were foreign and
no application to Malawi was made for fear
of being

deported.

If academic institutions such

as

the

University, Colleges, secondary and primary
teach subjects

schools cannot ‘freely’
linked to organisation

structure

and

functioning of governmental machinery
politics therein, how can we expect
the citizens to know these things? If the so
called educated people cannot learn these
things freely, how can a villager who never
went to school know these things? Whilst
and the

did not need to know about governance
in a dictatorial one party system where
there was no compaigning, no competition,
one

and

things were dictated by the party, in a
multiparty system ignorance of political
processes and governmental machinery is
an extremely expensive state of affair. It is
a big cost and
liabjlity on the effectiveness
and sustainability of democracy. People
have been empowered constitutionally.
They have numerous basic freedoms and
rights which they have to exercise as part of
their role in their government. Tliey have to
make informed choices in choosing their
leaders, they have to query their leaders,
and overall they have to partiepate fully in
their own social, economic and political
development. They have to come out of the
cocoon of ignorance, fear, timidity and face
openly the challenges of modern
competitive life in a fair play.
How can they accomplish their notably
demandingjob description never performed
before amidst high levels of ignorance
about the structure and functioning of the
organisation in which they are to function
as a key player?
Conclusion and Recommendations
The

study has revealed that there are
major gaps among both the rural and urban
citizens that were involved in the study.
They have poor understanding of the
structure and functioning of the current
multiparty political system. One would
6

hasten to think that

given the sample and

scope of the study w'hich confined itself to
one district out of 26, the conclusions
cannot be generalised broadly to adequately
describe the 12 million Malawi population.

does

not understand the rules of the
game?
Recommendations

r.

The key recommendation of the
study is the need to mount a

systematic programme of civic

One would be

tempted to make a case for a
further study to be undertaken in order to
widen the sample to cover other districts in
the three regions of Malawi. Again, new
variables such as age, and education could

education for the rural masses.
Based on the findings of the study,
there is need to design civic
education materials that will

capture the salient issues that

have been added.

However, the
otherwise.

current research thinks

There is

relate to the multi-paity society.
Once these are designed then a

3.

enough evidence to
suggest that the findings can be generalised
with confidence given the background
experience all Malawians have passed
through. Apart from political education
taken in Young Pioneer training Centres to
train grassroots party functionaries and
privileged party elites on the ideologies of
the strict disciplined one party system with
emphasis on unity, loyalty, obedience and
discipline and the supremacy of the party,
there was no opportunity for political

pilot sphase of implementation
will consist of;

Identifying constituency
committee members.

Conducting

also be introduced

even

As

the

trainers, they will conduct

learning sessions with people around
their villages. After the first course,
evaluation will be undertaken

to

modify the learning content and

played a very timid role in socialising the
citizenry. Against this background, the
study wishes to take a bold step to conclude
that the findings of this study apply to a
wide spectrum of the Malawi Society and
therefore urgent steps have to be underken
Over

to

techniques of adult learning and
teaching.

if the entire population
attended these lessons at these centres, the
knowledge gained is irrelevant to function
in a multiparty system of the type Malawi
has adopted. We have already stressed that
primary schools, secondary schools,
colleges of education and the University

to arrest the

training of trainers

machinery of multiparty
governance. They will learn the
content designed at 2. They will

socialisation in the country.

Besides,

a

Course with them. The idea is to
enhance their knowledge on the

approaches to the facilitation.

Training will then continue

to be
conducted at various constituencies

through the guidance of secretariat
staff qualified to undertake this
assignment.

situation.

the

past

education has been

years, some civic
conducted by non

4.

As progress continues to be
registered the Secretariat will

govemental organisations such as Public
Affairs Committee; Council for NonGovernmental Organisations in Malawi
(CONGOMA), Malawi Institute for

formalise to constitute a Mobile
Centre for Civic Education for
Democraev in Malawi

Democratic

coordinate the various civic
education activities at grassroots
level.

and

Economic

(MIDEA), Civil Liberties Committee
(CILIC). Unfortunately this has been in the
form of workshops for top echelons of
political parties and civil organisations.
Currently the University of Malawi is
training Parliamentarians on several issues
related to the structure and functioning of
multiparty government. This is a process of
enhancing the knowledge and skill base of
these pol itical leaders to function effectively
in the

new

system.

The

problem however is that the other
major player the grassroots-citizen-is not
involved
in
these
enlightenment
programmes. How
function properly if

(MOCECÉD).

Affairs

then can the system
the other key player

5.

To enhance its

This Centre will

neutrality and gain

increased credibility, this centre
will have to be created within

university department and
preferably the Department of
a

Political and Administrative Studies.
This

department is well known for
expertise in handling mature entry
courses. The study concludes by
making a stance: the real battle
against the consolidation and
sustainability of democracy in
Malawi will be

won or

lost in civic

education.!
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ECONOMIC PROFILE OF MALAWI
Economic Structure
Year

1993

1994

.1995

1996

1997

8,942

11,209

22,472

33,733

34,082

10.8

-12.4

9,5

9.5

5.3

9.6

34.7

83,4

37.6

■11.0

9.13

9.46

9,79

9.94

10.17

318

363

431

450

460

340

639a

453

455

542

-166

-450

-164

-71

-204

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

A.

GDP at market

prices (MK m)
growth (%)
Consumer price inflation (av;%)
Real GDP

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

B.

Population (m)b
Exports fob ($m)
Imports fob ($m)
Current account ($m)
Reserves excl gold ($m)
Total external debt ($m)
Exertanl debt-service ratio,

Agriculture

31.3

225.7c

120

2,271

2,321

22.4

20.6

25.9

23,6

24.4

4.403

8,736

15.284c

15.309c

17.150c

Utilities & construction

7.3

Transport & distribution

17.4

Government

15.6

Others

4.5

GDP at factor cost

100.0

G. MAIN DESTINATION OF EXPORTS, I996d % of Total
US

14..3

South Africa

13.3

10.3

Germany
Japan

4.9

% of Total

COMPONENTS OF DGP, 1994 % of Total
22.7
Government consumption

H. MAIN ORIGINS OFIMPORTS, 1996a

66.8
consumption
Gross fixed capital formation
11.0
2.1
Change in stocks
Net exports of goods & services -2.7
100.0
GDP at market prices

Zimbabwe

17.8

UK

50.0

Germany

2.4

Private

USSbn

PRINCIPAL EXPORTS, 1994

E.

110.0c

2.243c

% of Total

ORIGINS OF GDP, 1994

D.

42.8

2,024

paid (%)

Exchange rate (av;MK:$)

C.

56.9

1,827

35.7

South Africa

F.

PRINCIPAL IMPORTS,

% of Total

1990
208

Tobacco

250

Industrial

Tea

27

208

Sugar

Plant &

76

Coffee

15

Manufacturing
Equipment
Transport equipment

13.9

26

Commodities

66

73

(a) EIU estimates, (b) Year-end, excluding Mozambican refugees, (c) Actual, (d) Based on partners’ trade returns, subject to a wide

margin

of error.

Malawi:

projected structural adjustment support
1997

1998

1999

Total

156

86

30

272

35

75

30

140

IMF

22

11

0

33

Co-financing agreements signed 1991-93

0

0

0

0

Co-financing agreements signed 1994-96

31

0

0

31

Co-financing agreements signed 1997-99

69

0

0

69

($m)
Official

development disbursements

International

development

Source: Economic

agency

(IDA)

Intelligence Unit
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News in

Brief

Angola has appealed for an urgent investigation into the alleged massacre
of more than 200 villagers in a dia-

GUINEA BISSAU

mond
NEW AGREEMENT BRINGS

area

in the northeast of the

country in early July.
The government has held Unita

NEW HOPE FOR PEACE

sponsible for the
BISSAU

of

-

After almost three months

fighting, the government and the

rebel soldiers in Guinea Bissau have

agreed on a cease fire. The agreement
calling for an immediate end to hostilities, was signed on July 26 aboard a
Portuguese frigate anchored off the
coast of the capital, Bissau.
The agreement, brokered by Angola and
Portugal, calls for the sending of a peace
keeping force from other Portuguese
speaking countries, which will remain
in the country until the conclusion of a
permanent cease fire. The two sides in
the conflict have agreed also to open
corridors to allow for the delivery of
humanitarian assistance to the 250 000

people displaced by the conflict. The
they were also prepared to open the airport under their
rebel forces said

control

near

Bissau to allow for the air-

lifting of food and medicines. Aid agencies say the country runs the risk of a
cholera epidemic and hunger, and ob-

Unita has

tied government.
The two sides have undertaken to

re-

spect the positions held by each other
up to July 24, when the mediation team
arrived in Bissau.

ANGOLA
FRESH MASSACRES RAISE A
NEW SPECTRUM OF WAR

The United Nations Mission in An-

gola

its efforts to investigate he
are
being hampered by
landmines recently planted in the area.
says

massacres

LUANDA

-

The Unita movement in

that more than 65 000 people have
been killed since the start of the war
in Algeria in 1992. Soares was ex-

pected to submit his preliminary
report to the UN secretary general
in Lisbon, at the beginning of August.

DRC

RWANDA
NEW REVOLT IN THE EAST

GOVERNMENT FORCES CLAIM

KINSHASA
to use

KIGALI

-

The authorities in Rwanda

said government forces had repealed an
attack by 300 rebels in the northern part

of the country. In the attack, 40 rebels
and one government soldier had been
killed. There

were no

comments

on

the

part of the rebels, but correspondents in
the

region said there

were

-

The government

of President
prepared

Laurent Kabila has said that it is

VICTORY OVER REBELS

persistent re-

ports of intense fighting in the north.

ALGERIA

military force against an apparent reeast of the country. The capi-

bellion in the

tal, Kinshasa, has been under

a

dusk-to-

dawn curfew

following sporadic clashes
between government forces and rebels. In
two eastern towns, a

radio statement said the

region

was in open revolt. Correspondents
in Kinshasa say ethnic Tutsi soldiers of
Rwandan origin, who are allegedly at the

centre of the

revolt,

are

dissatisfied with their

treatment

by President Kabila, whom together with Rwandan soldiers they helped
to bring to power in May 1997. In July,
Kabila ordered all Rwandan forces out of
the country.

UN FACTFINDING MISSION

SUDAN

INVESTIGATES MASSACRES
ALGIERS - At a time when a United
Nations fac t findir g n ission was vis-

NEW PEACE INITIATIVE

iting Algeria, security sources in the
country - r i 1 *l.'>t ''s amic rebels had

KHARTOUM
Sudanese government
officials and representatives of the Sudan

killed 20 civilians in two attacks

People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) were
expected to meet in the Ethiopian capital
of Addis Ababa at the beginning of August, in a further attempt to find a solution to the war in the southern part of the

on

July 25. The six-person UN mission, led
Try ft)rmer Portuguese President Mario
Soares, held talks with three opposition
parties following another round of talks
with army generals, who have led the sixyear counter insurgency war against Islamic rebels.
“We want this mission to be as

objective

possible,” said Soares, at the end
12-day visit. “The
situation is very complex and that is
as

of his mission’s

8

war.

rejected the accusations.

believe that

negotiations for a
long term peace agreement will prove
to be difficult. Many Guineans are angered by President Bernardo Vieira’s
decision to call for a Senegalese milltary intervention to protect his embatservers

'

saying
engulf the

country into a renewed civil

opposition leaders, editors and
foreign diplomats. It is estimated
ers,

re-

massacre,

such attacks threaten to

why we have to be prudent”.
The high level mission has maintained a permanent contact with
government leaders, security offic-

-

country.
On the

eve

of the talks, which

are

spon-

sored

by six East African countries, the
Sudanese government said it was expanding a cease fire announced in July to the
whole of southern Sudan.
SAPEM
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

Political and Democratic Governance
Professor Derrick Swartz

apartheid
political system, and the transi-

W

th the collapse of the

tion to democratic rule in South

Africa in the first half of the
came

1990s, it be-

clear to many observers

that

a ma-

jor turning point in the post-colonial history of Southern Africa had been reached.
For the first time since perhaps the heyday of the great independence movements
of the late 1950s an air of cautious optimism seems to be prevailing in the Southern African Development Community
(SADC).
This optimism comes after decades of

post-colonial turmoil, generated partly by serious political instabilities, and partly by the
continued dependency of many African
countries on the stronger economies of western democracies. The changes in Southern

societies.

distinctive, but inter-dependThey are ‘distinctive’ entities, to which
more or less clear powers are assigned (eg.
are seen as

The purpose

of this article is to trace the
changing relationship between governance
and human development in South Africa
against the backdrop of the legacy of the
apartheid political system and its recent suecession by a democratic system. And, on
the basis of this, to explore implications of
changes in the political and economic
spheres on South Africa’s shifting relationship with the wider Southern African region
around the specific issues of governance and
human development.
Governance Patterns in

a

Democratic

South Africa:

ent.

Defence, national function; sanitation: losame time also providing
‘sharing’ of certain (concurrent) functions (eg. Education, health care, etc.) between various spheres of decision-making.
These spheres are however seen as ‘interdependent’ in that their effective functioning ultimately rests on their ability to engender co-operation and partnership within

cal); whilst at the
for

and between them.
The social and economic dimensions of
this system of governance is also interest-

ing insofar as the
new

enabled the creation

of,

influenced by, a series of shifts, in the international political and economic system from
around the early 1980s. Politically, these
shifts were manifest in the end of The Cold

a

form of

‘corporatism’

-

based on the inelusion of gov-

ernment, busi-

divisions, the retreat of superpower ri-

labour (and
interestingly)
civil society in-

valry and demilitarization of Africa. Economically, this was expressed in the impact

ness,

significant transformations in the global
driven by the politics of
‘globalisation’ [1] far-reaching impact of
new technologies, [2] and steady erosion of

of

terests in macro-

economy,

the power

provision

for, and has

Africa have also coincided with and been

War

constitution

makes

policy planning
and
development.

of‘nation-state’ systems.

This is

embodied in the
creation of the

There is little doubt that the

National Eco-

new

nomic Devel-

political dispensation has been seen
as a major transformation of the
core machinery ofpublic policy decision-making in South Africa.

opment and Lahour Council

(NEDLAC),

a
national forum

seeking consensus

changes in the global political
economy have come to present critical challenges to a Southern African ‘region in transition’, particularly, in terms of prospects of
democratic revival. One increasingly imThese

portant issue with respect to the latter has
been how to define the role of the state in
process. The role of the
been a central feature of wider discussions on what constitutes ‘good governthe

development

state has

ance’, and its impact on human development
in Africa and

more

generally, in developing
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Labour is an important

component in the policy

making process
South Africa’s

new

around de-

velopment obin
jeefives
macro-eco-

nomic manage-

constitution (1996)

provision for an elaborate system of
social, political, administrative and economic governance. Its political bases are
founded on the provision for a substantial
makes

creation and empowerment strategies. Similar, ‘regional-based’ structures
have been created in some provinces since

ment, job

1994.
In the realm of administrative govern-

devolution and decentralisation of power to
three spheres of government - local, pro-

ance,

viucial and national. Each of these

at

spheres

the

barked

new

government has also em-

ambitious programme

aimed
transforming all public Institutions. Apart
on an

9
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from reforms undertaken
and

legislative spheres,

in

the executive

series of transformations, have been instituted in the broader
a

Public Sevice. Its stated aims

are to create

Public Service that is more

representative,
accountable, transportable, transparent, efa

fective and efficient, ‘service-oriented’ and

‘developmental’ in its functioning.
There is little doubt that the

political dispensation has been seen as a major
transformation of the core machinery of
public policy decision-making in South Africa. The elaborate system

new

of political and

social governance, elements of which have
been outlined above, has generated an ex-

traordinary level of transparency and publie participation in public policy debate and
broad decision-making. This has contributed to a remarkable degree of social and
political stability since 1994, which (although unlikely to prevail without any future breakdowns), made the policy process
less volatile and unpredictable.
Yet, the new public sector reforms are
working itself out to the context of a number
of severe political constraints and capacity
problems, the most critical ofwhich include:
A hugely bloated, ethnically fragmented
system of public administration, that now
had to be moulded into a single public serv-

duced
eas

a range of reforms since 1994 in arsuch as decentralisation, affirmative

action, employment equity and service delivery. Giving substantial powers to departments at national and local government lev-

els, the logic

behind these reforms

is

em-

powerment of managers and bringing management of services closer to local communities.
One major difficulty, however, has been
lack of capacity, especially in new provincial and local administrations. The danger
is that if decentralisation is driven uniformly

(without taking into account asymmetries
in levels of capacity) and if not accompanied
by ‘lower down’ capacity-building interventions may cause more problems than it solves.
There is another potential danger to excessive

or

premature decentralisation. The

fragmentation of the policy process across
and within a wide range of institutions may
present significant difficult to political decision-makers in creating national consensus, cohesion and unity of purpose. Indeed,
one would argue that for the new
system to
work well it requires an extra-ordinary level
of sophistication and capacity (conditions
not self-evidently present) in the political
and administrative systems.

The force of a

pre-election agree(Codesa Negotiations) which
effectively placed a moratorium on
retrenchments;
Strong resistance by unions opposed
to wage restraints and ‘rightsizing’
initiatives;
Severe problems of administrations
to absorb the wide range of reforms
ment

II.

III.

Capacity problems in policy-management and service delivery areas.
These problems have seriously impaired
the ability of the new government to recreate the machinery of government decisionmaking and delivery which of course is
slowing down the pace and scope of social
development. Capacity problems have been
particularly pronounced at the level of the
new local and provincial governments,
many of whom are burdened with large, and
hugely costly personnel structures inherited
from the apartheid order.
Apart from capacity concerns, the
broader institutional framework of governance has not been without difficulties. At-

tempts to transform the old into new public
institutions have run into serious difficulties. In its efforts to move away from the
old dentr'alised, rules-driven system of publie

10

administration, the government intro¬

tives. There is little doubt that, since 1994
the state has indeed shifted vast
public resources into areas such as
public education,
primary healthcare and welfare services,
specifically aimed at the black majority.

Nearly 80 percent of the national budget allocated for development has gone into these
areas, and the last three years have seen a
consistent rise in social expenditure.
Actual expenditure in these areas, especially education, has however been hampered by weak administrative capacity in
provinces. Yet, it would appear that policymakers have seriously under-estimated the
scale of backlogs inherited from the apartheid system, particularly in the former
‘homelands’ (now consolidated into provinces). With right reign on educational expenditure, coupled with weak administrative capacity and the drain of surplus employees, this sector is currently experiencing severe problems in tackling key development issues such as curriculum developIn

In the

of human redevelopment in general, some important policy
area

sources

advances have been made in
the last two years.

introduced since 1994; and
IV.

security, healthcare) and ‘human resources
development’ as over-riding policy objec-

ment.

ice.
I.

Nonetheless, based on its broad commitment to the RDP, the government has
made the ‘meeting of basic needs’ (eg. Job

Paradoxically, this

process

of radical

administrative decentralisation may, unwit-

tingly, induce a form ofpolitical centralism,
as political leaders may find it
extremely
difficult to maintain strategic control and
coherence

over a

fragmented policy

proc¬

ess.

Furthermore, the financial framework
public service is being
managed has also been under pressure,
within which the

largely driven by fiscal targets on public
expenditure set by national government.
The adoption of a new macro-economic
policy framework in 1996 - the Growth,
Employment and Redistribution (GEAR)
strategy has limited expenditure ceilings in
social policy, especially education, health
and welfare. This has generated considerable debate, including the question as to
whether the

the

area

of human

sector partnership)

will focus on rapid, longdevelopment. Within the Publie Service, a broadly similar initiative is
underway, the focus being lifelong career
development of public servants at all levels
of the new public sector institutions.
As this policy framework and institutions are only currently being put into place,
it is of course too early to assess its impact
on the human resource
profile in both publie and private spheres. The issue of ‘acterm

!

j
j

cess’ has also featured as a central concern.
The National Qualifications Framework

(1997) establishes, for the first time in this
country’s history, a flexible, lifelong learning system, based on creating multiple access points (entry-levels) to learners
(broadly defined). Combining the traditional qualifications-based criteria with recognition of the value of ‘competency’ and
‘experience’, the NQF seeks to broaden '%ccess’ to the labour market of

marginalised sectors (blacks,
and validation of many types

compatible with the transformation
objectives set out in the RDP.

mestic, small business, etc.).

work is

*

skills

macro-economic frame-

new

resources

development in general, some important
policy advances have been made in the last
two years.
Basically, its central aim is to
develop a modem, highly skilled workforce,
particularly in high-growth economic areas.
The new system (based on public/private

As these institutions

are

historically-

women,

etc.)

of labour (dobeing brought
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into
to

place, initiatives have been underway

put into effect a national anti-poverty

promoted by civil society-based organisations such as the National NGO Coalition, and directly led by
the office of the deputy President. It would
seem as if policy-makers increasingly recognise the huge gap between the poorest
sections of the population (particularly, urban and peri-urban based African communities ) and those already embedded in the
formal economy. This gap will make it
extremely difficult for the most
marginalised sectors to come into reach of
the new economic opportunities and institutions, as these sectors will directly compete with semi-skilled and skilled occupastrategy - vigorously

tional classes.
With a limited or ‘near-zero’ skills-base,
and without minimum conditions of exist-

(eg. Basic housing, food security, literacy), it is extremely doubtful if these sectors will be able to successfully compete and
gain a foothold in the labour market. A
national anti-poverty programme, based on
strong pubi ic and private sector support, but
underpinned by a fundamental commitment
of the state towards ‘bottoms-up’ redress,
is required. This should be aimed at generating new opportunities for ‘access’ of the
most depressed sectors to adult literacy,
skills training, healthcare provision, and
new Job creation (eg. Public works, housing construction) programmes.
ence

What is clear from discussions

on

the

Africa is that
the new political and economic institutions
are only stable to the extent that they are
present crime debates in South

provide a place for the most
marginalised strata. If it only creates access to the currently employed and organised working population, this necessarily
drives those excluded from the new dispen-

able to

sation to poverty,

despair and often (though

always), crime.
Strategic Implications for the Southern
Africa Region:
As the process of the internal transfermation is underway, there have also been

not

pressures and incentives for a major re-definition of South Africa’s relationship with,

place in, the wider regional and glo“Pressures” for change include
threat of global trade wars, strategic

and its
bal

the

arena.

of new trading blocs (eg. NAFTA,
EU), and threats of new economic isolation
of ‘developing’ economies, particularly
power

Southern Africa. But there are also powerful ‘incentives’ - vast regional market, the

possibilities of new inte-regional infra-structures (eg. In technology, transport), development opportunities in investment, trade, industrialisation, agriculture, minerals
SAPEM JULY/AUGUST 1998

beneficiation, and

a

host of other

areas

of

socio-economic development.

Historically, there have of course been a
variety of complex, but problematic linkages
at both political and economic levels between
South Africa and its neighbours long before
apartheid’s collapse. But these were largely
based on the explicit political hegemony and
structural dominance of the South Afncan
economy
not

in the region; and which clearly can

constitute

a

basis for democratic inter-

regional co-existence and development.
With the emergence of a new democracy
in South Africa, the political conditions for a
less belligerent and more co-operative form
of inter-regional governance have of course
dramatically improved. Policy-makers, at a
fairly early stage, have set the tone for a new
era of co-operation and development based
on partnership and mutual benefit.
At a
political level, SADC has provided an institutional framework for building on advances made in the direction of joint decision-making, especially in the economic
arena. As the range of areas of co-operation and development expand and deepen,
one may of course expect the need for ongoing institutional development of the
SADC structures.
The past few years

have seen an in-

Any regional integration programme
will have to find ways of creating mechanisms for greater ‘equalisation’ and access
on all participating political economies.
This will

require huge and sustained investdevelopment,
infra-structure, quality of leadership, and the
ments

institutional environment of governance

systems within all SADC countries.
In the
on a

•

guages, socio-economic conditions, etc.
in each of the member countries. This
will facilitate processes of effecting po-

litical decisions aimed at cross-border co-

operation and development, not only at
levels, but also between ‘regions’, town and cities.
Similarly, civil society co-operation
across an infinite range of frontiers (community movements, ecological groups, language
and traditional bodies, non-profit foundations,
professional organisations, etc.) can stimulate the emergence of a new regional ‘civil
culture’ (citizenship, human rights, etc.) not
possible before. Some encouraging signs in
this direction (eg. In regional media, NGOs)
are already evident.
In the economic arena, the strength of
South Africa’s economy may however pose
both problems and prospects. The structural inequalities are particularly manifest
in terms of trade imbalances, but can also
seen in investment patterns (especially
from outside of the region) favouring the
South African economy.

development, SADC
be deepened and focused

number of levels.

Establishment of learning and development networks between public sector

•

bodies, non-governmental organisations
and

private sector bodies;

Mobilising long-term inter-regional investment in technology development
and diffusion, especially aimed at bringing rural and marginalised communities
jnto the modem economy;

•

•

Research

co-operation in integration issespecially in medium and long term
integration areas (monetary onion, regional industrial projects, etc.)
Stronger linkages between Southern
African universities and other tertiary-

ues,

•

level institutions;
•

Regional healthcare improvement programmes, focusing on capacity building and
infrastructure for sustainable
and development;

•

delivery

Regional educational improvement
focusing on capacity
building and infra-structure developprogrammes,

national government

be

can

Inter-regional training and development
including public and
private sector managers in leadership,
management, finance, etc;

this will require a whole new

‘public sector’ consciousness - greater
understanding among civil servants in the
region of the cultures, customs, Ian-

of human

of professionals,

ties.

governance,

arena

cooperation

creasing realisation by the political lead-

ership in the region of these potential!What is needed, it seems, is to
deepen this understanding in the societies of the region as a whole. In terms of

in the realm of human

ment;
•

Regional job creation programmes
aimed at exploiting emerging trade,
industrial and investment linkages
emerging in recent years.
The notion

of‘globalisation’, although

subject of much popular disagreement,
generally is held to denote far - reaching
changes in the world’s major trade, indus-

the

trial, financial and capital markets, based
on

widespread liberalisation in markets.
changes include the farreachihg
impact of Information and commqhications technologies on Industrycoupled

V. The

with

labour market

transformations

(flexible specialisation, multi-skilling,
etc).i
II

MAIN FEATURES

AFRICA’S CRISIS OF LEADERSHIP
MATURITY
WEBSTER MUONWA
For he who abandons what is to be for

self - preservation, but his

W

hen Yoweri

Museveni,

rent President of

cur-

Uganda,

completed his studies in Tanof the
Mwalimu, Julius Nyerere, he vowed to a
friend of the crisis then ripping the
country apart that, I will bring peace
back to Uganda and set the country
(back) on the path to progress.”
In January 1986, at the head of the National Resistance Movement, Museveni
zania under the watchful eye

captured

in a military coup, banned
politics, declared a national amnesty slightly a year later, in August 1987,
and set about putting back piece by piece
what had been left of the ravages of the
embattled and protracted civil war. By 1992
the country posted a real Gross Domestic
Product growth of 8.4percent. It was to rise
to a phenomenal 10.Spercent two years later
before levelling off at 5 percent in 1996
{Economic Intelligence Unit, Country Report. No. 4,1997). Afi-ica Report' descrihed
these growth rates as 'the highest in Africa
and one of the highest in the world.’
Museveni has managed to “ensure steady
progress, render the country more stable,
better organised and more sane” according
to Eriya Kategaya, then vice president, and
chief aide to the President. Perhaps the most
significant of Museveni’s achievements,
upon coming to power, was his capacity to
“restore physical and psychological security in the people,” Says Kategaya.
People are not scared. They have a settied mind. They think that there is future
and they are making plans (for
tomorrow) my emphasis. (p.l4)
power

all party

...

This East Africa nation of close to

twenty two million inhabitants is perhaps
of a few

examples of a polity that has
managed to keep the wheels turning despite
one

a

host of drawbacks that, under other cir-

cumstances, would

arguably render it ungovernable. But is has not been all success
for Museveni. The country is currently in
the throes of

an

embattled civil

war

that is

threatening to erode the gains of the past
few years. In the North and the East, armed
insurrection remains
12

an

obstacle and cost

own

what ought to be done will rather learn to bring about, not his
selfdestruction.. Nicollo Machiavelli (The Prince, 1469 - 1527)

development. Rebel movements, the
being led by the Lord’s Resistance Movement have resulted in a disruption of civilian life. The World Food Programme puts the number of displaced cito

most lethal

vilians in the order of 85 000. {Economic

Intelligence Unit, 1997) obviously this has
not augured well for the economic activities. According to the report, tourism has
been disrupted, crops have been left
unharvested in the fields as frightened farmers have fled to the
safety of the towns.
Development projects have come to a halt
as foreign and aid workers have
pulled out
(p.9).
Museveni, however, continues optimistic in the wake of a generally well-performing economy according to the International
Monetary Fund. Despite the not so impressive agricultural season of 1996/7 the report notes that ‘other sectors are growing

own

have to be factored into the national plan
since the national cause is too large for one
man,

however determined, to effect alone.
nothing called the minority

There is

history has taught us. The ‘minority’, are potentially a powerful source
of growth and development waiting to be
tapped for the national good. In not recognising them in a genuine and meaningful
way, they can be an epicentre of destructive force.
Three issues in the Ugandan
affair are key and relevant for our purposes:
leadership, the ethnic factor and, thirdly, a
sense of psychological
security and hope
anymore,

for the future.
THE ‘ANATOMY’ OF LEADERSHIP:

PRACTITIONER OVER THEORETICIAN

weir and that ‘continued commitment to
economic reform and stronger manufac-

The lesson for Africa and the African
leader of tomorrow is that he or she has to
be practical. This means that the govern-

turing growth rate is forecast

ment of the

at 7 percent
for the 1998/9 season. This, in fact, represents a notch above the previous forecast

efits that trickle down to the lowest echelons
of society. The history of Africa is replete

of 6 percent.

with

It

be said that the

Ugandan case is
an example of sheer political will and a determined desire to effect change and to see
to it that the lives of the lot of the majority
are improved. Despite the ravages of war
and the sporadic rebel attacks there seems
tö be growing hope and confidence that the
country is finally heading somewhere. The
BBC’s Focus on Africa special edition described the events currently taking place in
Uganda as representing “an island of hope
in

can

a sea

of despair”.

Two broad issues need to be noted.
Museveni’s political commitment to positive

change and effecting in the people psychological confidence that the nation can
succeed, indeed, that it can move forw'ard.
However,"Museveni’s failure to handle the
perennial ethnic factor is the curse of African politics. While Museveni has the commitment to the country and the people,
which most African leaders lack, all possible sources of both stability and instability

day must deliver tangible ben-

intellectually and lavishly gifted leadthe highest levels imaginable: Sekou
Toure, Leopold Senghor, Kwame
ers to

Nkrumah, Bernard Chidzero, Robert
Mugabe, Nelson Mandela. The list is endless. What is still to be recorded is the abil-

ity to translate this book knowledge into
practical benefits for the good of all. The
future belongs to the practitioner. Most
people in the lay are agreed that the best
indicators of growth are (accessible) and
affordable food, shelter and clothing for the
majority of the population.
A Zimbabwean Political commentator,
John

Makumbe, has argued that ‘in Africa
politics is the most lucrative business’. Indeed, Edgar Tekere, prominent Zimbabwean opposition politician and master of
the verb, has often used the phrase ‘political industry’ to describe politics in Zimbabwe. Of course, its usage has a general application to the rest of the continent. As a
result in Africa, people go into politics for
a profit as a business man decides to go into
SAPEM JULY/AUGUST 1998
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profit as a business man decides to go into
business. The African leader of tomorrow
must know that the decision to go into politics must be informed by the consideration
that politics is a ‘service’. It should be a
a

calling. The people must need come first
before all else.
The strongest bulwark for preserving
political office, in the future, remains, now
and forever, economic success and the ability to fulfil policy promises.
‘If

we

must

survive, then,

we must

share

gether as the left hand must work with the
right. In like fashion we must learn to be
humble in victory even as we must delight
in the ecstasy of coming first in the heat of
political competition.
A Political commentator, Jeffrey
Herbst (1987) has written on what he terms

demands of political
rica dearly in terms

elite reconciliation. In other circles this has

It is pertinent to quote here to some considerable length that:
The political formula adopted at in-

emergence

no

substitute.

Recycling

-

-

a net

the

major cause behind the
of what has been referred to as
‘tree-top democracy’. This is a face of democracy where only the top crop of political leaders present a facade of an all-is-well
impression. Meanwhile, they go on to
cream

as

off the wealth of the nation for their

personal aggrandisement. In the interim the real issues constituting the real
crux of development are swept sidelined as
they ride the high crest of the temporary
own

Recycling of both leaders and ideas has
been known to transform old objects
into new ones. In the private sector where
efficiency and cut-throat competition are the
flag-poles a non-performer, more often than
is the case, has his or her contract of employment terminated for another candidate
with the required attributes. All this is done
in the language of efficiency. This translates into an obsession with practical results
more than anything else. As directors of a
company must be reassured constantly of a
net profit at the close of business, so should
never

the nation’s directors-citizens, voters and

taxpayers-constantly be reassured that, on
the balance, the best
best are at the helm..

is being done and the

against another nation than is the case with
a brother on brother war,” The Zambian
Economist Allast Mwanza once remarked.
More often than not, the costs outweigh the
benefits.
William Zartman in the book Conflicts
and

Conflict Management in Africa writes

fossilising the two largest

it will remain of limited

utility to the de-

crisis.

Further, it limits the
senses of legitimacy of the government of
the day. Concludes Michael Bratton et al
mands of

our

When citizens regard state commands
legitimate governmental effectiveness is
more easily attained because it rests on the
bedrock of voluntary compliance.
(1992:265)”
On Governance and Rule
Government needs to be

deeply

re-

cessed in the social roots of authority, that
is legitimacy. Governance is characterized

helps the combatants

fers from rule which does not presuppose

disengage and extricate themselves from

legitimacy (Hyden, 1988:19). In other
words, rule has sedimentations of force. By
contrast governance is entrenched in notions
of consensual compliance (Ibid: 19). And,
as it is, that in like fashion it can be with-

reach

party steps in and
a

no-win situation

(p.26).
large extent, the above assertion
true. Third-party mediation brought

To

holds

a

Mozambique, Angola, Ethiopia as
examples that come into mind. The lesson
peace to

be learnt is that Africa has come of age.

re-conceptualised our view of
politics, power and governance. The future no longer belongs to the archaic notion of politics as a game; and, secondly as
It is time we

Rather, for the
sake, politics should be viewed as

winner-takes-all game.

future’s
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drawn or withheld at the will of the citizen.
This is the challenge for the politician of

The politician must try and
evince the free will of the citizen. He or
she needs to struggle to retain the same

tomorrow.

through serving the people’s, not his own,
needs.
This understanding is the
watershed.

The

politician must delight

servant, not

On the Limits To the Use of Power:

dependence implied the notion that everybody must work together in the interest of
national development. This is a commendable guideline as long as it can be sustained
without the use offorce against the will of
the people. It becomes more questionable
if national unity is viewed as a pretex to
support the official policy that
is being
questioned by citizens. This arbitrary use
ofpower has intim idatedpeople and made
them withdrawfrom or avoid the State. In
some rare instances, they have taken to
demonstrations or strikes out of pure despair. The need to limit the use ofpolitical
power against the people is now
increasingly (being) calledfor. State-society relations, in short, can be brought to a new and
productive mode only if citizens are respected and leaders behave within a legitimate framework.
On reform and

in the book Governance and Politics in Af-

as

as a

importance for the execution of the
office. It has cost Afof foregone developmental time. The politician’s task is to win
the consent of the people. They cannot be
arm-twisted, forever, history has taught:
Malawi, former Zaire are loud examples.

appeasement:
Reform, only qualifies to be so when it

rica:

change anything. They usually
a point of stalemate which a third

not

a

in Zimbabwe

political parties, ZANU (PF) and (PF)
ZAPU,.into a single paity is a good exampie. The fruits of this form of amputated
democracy will always fail to trickle down
to the lowest echelons of society. As such,

by ‘reciprocal behaviour and legitimate relations of power between the governors and
the governed, write Bratton and others.
They go on to assert that governance dif-

that:
Most...intra-state conflicts in Africa do

to

political stability. The 1987 Unity Accord

“

“It is much easier to execute a war

regarding himself

critical

manner’,

end’. There is

in

the watchword. We must learn to work to-

-

learn to think in

a cold-bloodedly logical
thinker once wrote. ‘And, to
select our key priorities in a brutally logical fashion and follow them to their logical

all. Its

master, of the people.
This characterisation of roles is of

winner

loss statement should be

been blamed

one

with

profit and
profit of peace
and prosperity. Accommodation remains
a

is carried to its rational end. Feet of clay
and wobbly approaches to issues of national

only incur the public’s dismay.
public business half-hearted attempts and
appeasement tactics no longer retain the
fictive effectivity of yore. Those in the

concern can

In

know have warned that:
The most
eminent

dangerous moment in a govpoint when it tries to in-

is the

troduce reform. Half
for full

need

measures arouse

measures

and

the shadow whetted the

which

a

the

glimpse of

imagination

yearned for the reality.

The

Psychology Of Hope and Despair: A Concluding Note

Leadership in the making, and conare and will be,
by one’s ability to engender
(and sustain) in the people a sense of
psychological security and hope for the
future. Its making is one’s inability to

tinned tenure of office
sanctioned

induce the

same sense

of

psychological

security and hope for the future, the two
are simply different sides of the same
coin.l
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Nature of Inequality

and Poverty in Namibia

Daniel

Motinga &

Klause Schade

N

amibia is

a

middle-income

coun

try considering the level of GDP
per capita, ranking 83rd out of
175 countries according to the Global Hu-

Development Report (HDR) 1997.
But the country comes down by 35
rankings if the Human Development Index (HDI) is considered, which is, however in part explained by the
quality of
data used in the global HDI. The HDI
combines per capita income with life expectancy and education.
The index is computed from 1994 data but
man

the

discrepancy between Namibia’s ranking
by inome and its ranking by the HDI remains
strong. During 1995 and 1996, Namibia was
ranked 77th and 79th respectively regarding GDP per capita. The HDI ranking was
108th and 116th for corresponding periods.
The decline by both measures is indicative
of worsening income and increasing susceptibility to poverty.
At independence in 1990, Namibia inherited a dualistic economy and society from
the colonial regime. A white minority dominates the

economy,

formal and commercialised

inequality only comparable to
(see
tablel). This shows significant levels of
that of South Africa with 68 percent

skewedness in income and asset distribution
which in turn
Table 1

worsens

poverty.

Comparative Gini-coefficients

Country
Bangladesh

Wages are higher and conditions of employment are better in the formal sector, owing
to the presence of institutionalised bargaining bodies and procedures. Needeless to say,
this situation has a bearing on the poverty,
situation of households, particularly where
poverty has a strong rural bias. Therefore,
the major development challenge for Namibia is the integration of the two economies to reduce income inequalities. While
the government has addressed many imbal-

Oshiwambo

9,241
8,054
8,000
5,684
17,198

Rukavango
Caprivi
San
Namibia

Gini-Index
0.34

Brazil

0.57

Ivory Coast

0.55

Indonesia

0.33

Peru

0.31

South Africa

0.68

Namibia

0.70

they remain

human

development indicators such as a
high infant mortality rate and low life expectancy.

Regional dimension of poverty
There is

Poverty situation in Namibia

strong regional dimension
poverty in Namibia which is indicative

of skewed

a

resource

allocation and forms

a

close
There

three significant dimensions
and income inequality in Na-

are

of poverty
mibia.

relationship between language
groups, regions and the state of the
economy.
The

Racial dimension of

poverty

Folowing from the discussion above,
concerning the dualistic nature of the
economy and society, it follows that the previous dispensation favoured whites at the
expense of others. This is reflected in income by language groups (see Table 2). The
first three languages are mostly spoken by
Namibians of European descent.

regions and the state of the economy

The

regions of Erongo, Hardap, Karas,

Khomas, and Otjozondjupa with the highest per capita income are characterised
by
commercial agriculture and industrial centres.

Table 3 Mean Per

Region

Table 2 Household Income

Khomas

by Language Group

Karas

Main

Language

Capita In-come by

Region
'

'

■"IVlean

5,758

Hardap

5,153

Erongo

4,701

income

Omaheke

3.341

(NS)

Otjozondjupa

3,126

Kunene

1,864

Mean Hid
Income

Mean Per

capita

PerCäpita
Income (N$j

9,995

German

75,864

27,878

Oshama

1,577

English

67,822

19,052

Okavango

1,459

Africaans

51,791

12,258

Oshikoto

1.406

Other

42,728

13,838

Omusati

1.204

high degree of income inequality. The Gini-

Tswana

17,138

coefficient which is a measure of income
distribution reveals that Namibia has 70 per-

4,581

Otjiherero

14,366

2,599

Caprivi
Ohangwena

863

Damara/Nama

10,401

2,050

Namibia

14

as

the least educated and skilled in the whole
of Namibia. Low income perpetuates poor

the situation.

As alluded to above the high per capita
income of US$ 1967 (1996) comouflages the

1,107

3,031

The most vulnerable group is the San,
ethnic group living in and at the edge of
the Kalahari desert, who are
clearly

to

lot remains to be done to redress

Inequality in Namibia

1.416

1,362
1,422

an

marginalised and deprived

while the black majority is mainly

restricted to subsistence agriculture and the
informal economy. The extent of this dualism is also reflected in the character and
structure of the labour market, with sharp
differences in wages and labour conditions
between the formal and informal sectors.

ances, a

cent income

1,338
3,031
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Urban

6,676

Rural

1,550

grant labour system, discrimatory employment and related practices under the apartheld era,

previously lower school enrolment

Oshikito which
em

are

all situated in the north-

women
land rights.

their poor

health is addressed

ing

part ofNamibia, relying on subsistence,

agriculture. None of these regions average income is above the national
average. There are also strong intra-regional differences which are not obvious
from the average figures in the table. Communal areas are existing alongside with
wealthy commercial and urban areas which
pushes the average income higher for regions. Regional Gini-coefficients are highest in the regions with the highest per capita
income and vice versa. The discrepancy in

Gender Bias and

The pattern

Disparities

of inequality between re-

gions and language groups is also discernible between gender groups. Femaleheaded households, who constitute some
40 percent of all households, have far lesser
income (N$ 10 462) than male-headed households (N$ 21 462) and are, as such, more
susceptible to poverty. Several factors have
contributed to the situation, such as the mi-

from inheriting assets such as
High fertility rates (5.4) add to
living conditions.

Further

communal

urban and rural mean income is indicative of
the prevalence of poverty in rural areas.

Several dimensions of poverty have been

identified in Namibia that are traceable to the
colonial and apartheid history of this coun-

try. Further causes are based on the economic
and growth structure.
Unequal access to education and

rates, as well as traditional customs preventThe poorest regions are Caprivi,
Ohangwena, Okavango, Omusati, and

I

causes

of

poverty

The economic structure with

a

mature

and

capital-intensive mining sector, a capital-intensive processing sector based on
agricultural inputs, a subsistence agricultural sector with low productivity and an
increasing government sector with the intention to reduce the civil service is not

ca-

pable to absorb the labour force. Unemployment is estimated to be some 25 percent and combined with underemployment the rate could even be as high as 60
percent. The highest unemployment rate
emerges among the age group 20-24 (33
percent) followed by the age group 1519 (29 percent) and age group 25-29 (25
percent).
Advanced production techniques require skilled labour which Namibia lacks.
Most of the unemployed have either only
primary education or no education at all,

through a change in
the pattern of government expenditure,
but it will be some time before the full
impact will be visible. Government expenditure prioritisation on primary health
care and primary education is commendable but would be negligible in reducing
poverty and inequality if it is not properly indexed to efficiency.
There is no way in which decades of

injustice and inequality can be undone in
a matter of years, notwithstanding government’s noble intention of alleviating
poverty and Inequality.
Is there light at the end of the
tunnel? Maybe. Growing significance
of the tourism sector

labour-inten-

Processing Zones could provide some
relief Supportive strategies by government such as embarking on labour-intensive construction projects could amelio-

and thus have little chances to enter for-

rate

mal

in Namibia.!

employment contracts.

as a

sive sector, coupled with some momenturn in the development of Export

the poverty

and inequality situation
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NAMIBIA

Thou shalt be

tempted., .but should resist
HENNING MELBER

T

he Constitution of
basic

a society is the
guiding document. It identi-

fies, defines and enshrines those
norms that represent the com-

values and

mon denominator of the dominant social
forces. It is by nature a contract and

compromise, and admittedly-though supreme law — not necessarily a manifesto
made for eternity. According to the process of social
change, modified power
structures and subsequent perceptions
emerging, a transition to different structures might result in constitutional
changes too. They might be even necessitated with

a transformation of
society,
establishing new legitimacy and moralphilosophical as well as ethical and political principles and foundations.
This prelude, however, does not suggest
that a Constitution ought to be changed on
a daily basis. It is therefore rather
irritating

to note that

it

seems

to be the flavour of

these

days to attach immense relevance to
sense of blaming it
for many of the social evils that are doubtlessly existing. It furthermore seems to be
increasingly tempting to resort to a great
deal of pseudo-revolutionary jargon while
addressing the shortcomings of social
progress since Independence. The demand
for a change of the Namibian Constitution
our

has

Constitution in the

recently emerged within such disthe most prominent and popular
topical issue. As if such a change in the
regulatory framework would serve as a panacea to all social evils (or af least as the necessar>' precondition towards a better society.)
more

course as

The Constitution is not the problem, despite its many inherent limitations and shortcomings preventing certain ways and means
of radical social transformation with regard
to the existing property relations protected.
Social change, after all, is neither induced

promoted by constitutional principles
but by politics and its implementation.
Talking politics, to begin with, includes
in this context the process of drafting the
Namibian Constitution. Though this took
place not too long ago, it seems to be necessary to recall some essentials of this particular final step towards Namibian Independence. Such a recollection of contemporary history is mainly due to the pres'ently existing misperception that ‘the
founding fathers and mothers of the
Namibian Republic had neither moral orpolitical democratic or legal right to entrench
nor

16

anything in the constitution without the peopie and that they went too far beyond their
mandate, qualified by the same propagandist even as an “illegal” act. Such a notion
discloses an appalling lack of analytical insight and requires some fundamental lessons in political education.
First and

foremost, the document

adopted as the Constitution of the Republic
ofNamibia in early 1990, represented both
symbolically and materially the end of an
era of direct colonial
oppression and resistance against such foreign rule
violently imposed for more than
a century.
It was adopted by

the experiences of their interaction within
the Namibian peace process. This interest-

ing exchange of information included relrepresentatives from all parties in-

evant

volved. In one of the sessions, entitled “The
Constitutional Process and the Challenge of
National Reconciliation”, Namibia’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Theo-Ben Gurirab
confirmed an earlier statement by DTA politician Dirk Mudge “that we, tlie elected representatives of the Namibian people, wrote
the Constitution”. He continued to empha¬

of all seventy-two
members of Namibia’s Constituent Assembly. The sixtysix men and six women represented a total of seven parties
consensus

and were voted into office under the United Nations monitored general, free and fair elections in November 1989 by an

overwhelming majority of the
country’s population eligible to
vote.

The presence of the United
Nations Transitional Assistance

Group (UNTAG) had been the
a long and bitter struggle.
But it reflected
much more the overall global
shift in power relations than the
achievement of

of the forces of liberation. Without denying the national liberation movement its
success

legitimate claim to state power
based on the outcome of the
democratic elections, this
framework for finally achieving
national sovereignty should be
acknowledged. It was within Namibian children greet the country’s independence.
the parameters of a new international system that Namibia was ultimately
sise that “our Constitution is the product of
serious internal political negotiations. We
granted the right to self-determination. As
a result of
debated every aspect of it until we reached
emerging new international
power relations the negotiated process of
consensus; only then did we instruct, in spedecolonisation took finally place on the
cific terms, the draftsmen to put that conbasis of United Nations Security Council
sensus into the appropriate legal language”.
resolution 435 (1978) adopted already more
In other words: The elected representathan a decade before its final implementatives of the people executed their legitimate
tion.
mandate to put the constitutional principles
In July 1992, several key actors during
in place and adopt them as the fundamental
the
transitional
document for the sovereign society to come.
process
towards
decolonisation ofNamibia met at the GerAs it is the case in democracies, people
man Arnold Bergstraesser Institute to recall
might differ on what should have been
SAPEM JULY/AUGUST 1998
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drafted and accepted. But the result has
been the product of concerted efforts by
those who were voted into the seats of the
Constituent Assembly, and they executed
their legitimate task. The Namibian Con-

stitution, in the words of Gurirab, “is therefore a collective brainchild of all those who
served on that committee. It is a Constitution that to my mind represents self-determination. Our Constitution is at once our

issue”. And he continued to point out that
the “aspect of the Bill of Fundamental Human Rights that gave
guarantees to existing property owners received surprisingly
little attention”.
One is certainly entitled to assume that
the drafters of the Namibian Constitution
were in full possession of their intellectual

way for a sovereign Namibian state under a
SWAPO government, implied a socio-economic and political regulatory framework

emerging as a compromise between basically antagonistic social classes. The dedared policy of national reconciliation - at
least implicitly, and sometimes even explicitly - acknowledged this social contract as
the point of departure for the (re-)organisation of the post-colonial Namibian state and
the (re-)formation of the structures of society, including the property relations.

abilities, in good mental health, sober, and
of likelihood
One might
even suspect further that
they deliberately
provided for special protection of such nature to ensure that these rights remain in
place. Given the additional fact that most
members of this Constituent Assembly are

even a

der article 16, which also rules that any ex-

still Honourable Members of Parliament,
the continuity in political representation
offers furthermore absolutely no reason to

propriation required just compensation.
political rights share the

It is therefore at best misleading to suggest
that by means of modified constitutional

question the legitimacy and validity of the
decisions adopted at that time by consen-

victory,

our

shield, and

our

guide for the

future”.
The document that came into effect on
21 March 1990, made remarkable and far

reaching human rights provisions within
chapter 3. They encompass a variety of civil
and political rights, including the recognition and protection of property rights unThese civil and

therefore with a strong degree
aware of these implications.

sus.

Despite this factual, nonnative side of the constitutional

drafting process, it is of no surprise that there was nevertheless also a certain degree of
scepticism and reluctance to
celebrate the adopted Constitution as the masterpiece for
social change in the process of
decolonisation. Such

reserva-

tion, however, did and does not
question the lawfulness of the
constitutional document. However,

I

the worldwide appraisal

of the Namibian Constitution,
seen as

the show and master-

piece of the country’s democratic system, should have
made us suspicious.
While not denying the
genuine achievements this
Constitution represents in
terms of political freedom, human rights, and individual liberties, at the very same time,
the constitutional system and
its in-built political and economic values have an ambiva-

lence, which
Can the constitution aione guarantee
feature that

they

their prosperity?

entrenched, i.e. “it is
possible to amend that instrument so as
to weaken any of them”, and “for the most
part, they are non-derogable, i.e. they canare

not

not be set

aside

even on

the declaration of a

public emergency”.
As another observer noted with interest, at this

particular historic moment in time
legal framework for the sovereign Namibian state, “land and property
rights were never the subject of public debate, as if there was common agreement by
all political parties fo avoid this sensitive
of shaping the
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once

again serves

already better off.

This is so, as these constitutional

principles represent components of a socalled civil society in the sense of bourgeois
society. As a result, the individual and collective rights enshrined in t he Constitution,
are most
efficiently claimed, utilised and exploited by those already familiar with exercising power (be it political or economic).
Recalling the decolonisation of Namibia
as a process of controlled
change, the drafting of the Constitution was the final part of
a deal between the colonial
power, its original Western allies and the forces of national
liberation. The package, which paved the

The Namibian Constitution did

not

change the underlying mode of production
and it

was never

the intention to do

so.

But

change of the Constitution would not
imply a change of the mode of production.

principles the existing social inequalities
might be addressed.
Socio-economic issues are policy issues
and not constitutional matters. They therefore require a political will to address the
socio economic imbalances with the intention and aim to transform structures towards

change. Poverty alleviation is not
by constitutional amendments but
carefully designed and subsequently

achieved

by a
implemented socio-economic strategy.
There is plenty of room for such policies
under given circumstances. Only once these
options have been tested and maybe reached
limitations imposed by constitutional constraints, a debate might be useful to what
the Constitution serves as an ultimate
obstacle.
This insight seems to exist at least
among parts of our more responsible and
sensible political leadership. These policy
and opinion makers should not be reluctant
to enter the public political discourse on the
extent

notwithstanding the fact that easy
pseudo-solutions tend to be more attractive.
In the long run, we all have to pay dearly
for shortsighted gains through populist statements ignoring the hard reality of post-colonial society shaped by an inherited social inequality that cannot be abolished overnight
through constitutional amendments.
What is required is hard work, commitment, the will to change by means of an
applied strategy towards social transformation. Cheap rethorics, in contrast, do not
help. Political initiative under the given cirmatter,

cumstances, even constraints, is still much
more radical than mere
pharisaical phrase-

ology. We should go beyond debating the
evils of our society and instead start to contribute to a change by doing more than talking. Our Constitution, though neither a sacred document nor untouchable, is not by
any means a decisive factor in these efforts
but much

more

abused

as a

convenient

for the promotion
particularistic individual ambitions.!
scapegoat

of
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PERSPECTIVES

NELSON MANDELA AND THE
SHORT MEMORY OF HATE
Ibbo Mandaza

I

July, not only South Africans, but

n

Africa

as a

whole and the world at

large, honoured Nelson Mandela as
birthday. All of
us wished him many more years, ineluding our naive and vain hope that
he might go on long enough to make up
for at least some of the 27 years spent
in apartheid’s jails. Certainly, we hope
that he will enjoy his retirement from
next year onwards, and blossom in the
joy that not only the South Africa he
helped to liberate, but also the Africa
of which he is its symbol of liberation,
will grow from strength to strength.
he celebrated his 80"’

But this

might also have been the occasion to look deeper into this monumental figure that is Nelson Mandela and,
through him, to consider briefly the inner core

of the African nationalist ideol-

ogy of which he is no doubt one of its
main representatives. The most outstand-

TTowever. it is now a fair indica
JCltion of the extent to which even
the dire racists have learnt to take such

forgivefulness on the part of African nationalists for granted - or a sign of weakness? that they now regard as uncharacteristic any African who as much dares
-

to

remind them of the recent colonial and

apartheid past. So it is that all Africans,
and not just their leaders, are supposed to
enter into amnesia on Day One of independence, or of the new dispensation.
The question is whether such unqualifled forgivefulness as is associated with
conventional African nationalism, vis-avis the former colonizer and oppressor,

should be viewed

as a

virtue,

a

disposi-

tion borne out of force of historical circumstances, or simply a pathological
mind-set related to the totality of the his-

tory of Africa’s contact with an expan-

ing attribute of African nationalists, at

sionist Europe, the slave trade, colonialism and neo-colonialism. Whatever the

least that which is associated with Nel-

diagnosis, it is

son

Mandela and those, like him, who

led

their countries to national liberation, is
the capacity to forgive those who, only

cially younger
to comprehend.
7ell,

yesterday, killed, oppressed or imprisoned them in the name of white racial and
colonial domination. It is, perhaps, understandable that the most racist and op-

pressive of the colonialist and apartheid
eras should be surprised at this rare and
most unique form of magnanimity; for
their

own

standards of human and social

conduct should prompt them to expect
that any person so badly treated as the
likes of Mandela were, would
if he were to seek retribution

be justified

against the
former colonizers and oppressors. For,
the Jews in particular have in this century demonstrated, with impeccable resolve and remarkable consistency, what
can

be done when crimes

are

committed

against (their) humanity. In general, most
with the exception of those associ-

wars,

ated with decolonization in Africa, are
concluded with some kind of retribution

against those who would have been
clearly identified and acknowledged as
the
18

adversaries.;

▼ T

issue that many - espeAfricans - find difficult

an

sands of Black people, remain free after
Black majority rule to torment his Black
successors in power whose policies had
killed far fewer people than Ian Smith’s

policies had done? Nelson Mandela lost
twenty-seven of the best years of his life.
Yet on being released he was not only in
favour of reconciliation between Blacks
and Whites. He went to beg White terrorists who were fasting unto death not
to do so. He went out of his way to go
and pay his respects to Mrs Verwoerd, the
widow of the architect of apartheid. Is
Africa’s memory of hate sometimes “too
short”?
1 offered Ali and the other participants
in the Conference the following explana-

tions, at least for the Zimbabwean and
South African situations. First, the historical intersection between the interests

of a departing regime such as that of Ian
Smith and de Klerk on the one hand, and
those of international capital - or the international

tute the

even an

African of the gen

eration of Mandela

or

finds it difficult to understand.

Mugabe
Present-

ing a paper recently on a similar subject, the Kenyan scholar, Ali Mazrui, had
this to say about what he termed “Africa’s short memory of hate”;
Cultures vary considerably in their
hate-retention. The Irish have high re-

community in general -

on

the

other; expressed in the kind of political
(and economic) compromises that constisettlement.

This is what Ali

Mazrui refers to as the “division of lahour between Black political power and
White economic
man

privilege.

said to the Bl^ick man;

The White
‘You take

the crown, and I will keep the jewels!”’
It is a compromise imposed by historical
circumstances but also one which the new
African state has no power to challenge
for fear of hostile reaction at home and
abroad.

tention of memories of atrocities perpe-

by the English. The Armenians
long memories about atrocities com-

trated

have

mitted against them by the Turks in the
Ottoman Empire. The Jews have long
memories about martyrdom in history.
On the other hand, Jomo Kenyatta proceeded to forgive his

British tormentors
very fast after being released from unjust
imprisonment. He even published a book
entitled. Suffering Without Bitterness.
here but in Africa could

some

which killed many

thou¬

w body like Ian smith, who had
unleashed

a war

^econd, the class question; having

Ii3made it into the new state, and into
State House in particular, the African nationalist is only too content to forgive as
the necessary price for the goal he had
waited for so long. This is why the “virtue” of

forgivefulness is one that is not
characteristic of a//_Africans; it is one that
declines with

intensity as one proceeds
from the class of those who have already
arrived in the new dispensation, to those
who aspire to arrive, and to those who so
far have no hope to aspire to anything at
all.l
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site for

Our celebration of work undertaken

by
organisations in Africa takes this
background into consideration and applauds these institutions for their obstiresearch

nate contestation

negation through their research and pubr

challenging situations facing Africa
and other dominated parts of the world
in terms of the pertaining vicious struggles around contestation of knowledge
production, its ownership, control and
dissemination.
The

peripheral status that Africa has
relegated to by economically and politically dominating global powers has direct negative effects on our projects of research and publishing. This was the case
under colonialism and it continues to be
the same under neocolonialism. Given

however, Africa’s continued peripheral posture becomes a very serious
concern. The only form of a focus on
Africa that the world gets is that which
captures a pathological continent bending under disasters, calamities, pain and
despair. Indeed, since the so-called end
of the Cold War, Western powers have
increasingly reduced Africa to a footnote.
Thus shrunk, her capacity to attract funding for research and publication has
greatly diminished. In any case, in the
eyes of dominating worlds, Africa has
ment,

BOOK REVIEW

as a

Such contextualization helps ground

today’s alarming gap between islands of
development and seas of underdevelop-

Chris Mclvor

never been really conceived
knowledge production.

the

been

ENVIRONMENT

case

by Afri
can

economic and intellectual environments
around which this work is taking place.

GENDER ISSUES

Conservation

T

he critical role played
Research institutes

can

Mugo*

of Africa’s intellectual

lication efforts.
The Scrambble for Africa

by the majority of scholars from dominating cultures (many of them extensions of
imperialist domination) and the problems that
this has posed since colonial times is another reason why we should celebrate the
work undertaken by research organisations in
Africa

today. Traditionally, imperialist

scholars have

come to Africa
suffering
from the characteristic arrogance of benefactors and experts who view themselves
as

doing the continent

their

mere

presence.

a favour through
The bulk of them

have used the continent
of information

as a

and often

cheap source

as a

fast track

for their upward

mobility in the academia.
They have harvested knowledge aplenty,
proceeded to analyze it in Western terms,
using the dictums to so bleach it that it
becomes totally foreign to African soili
Subjecting it to distortion and misrepre-<
senting its authenticity has turned it'SO
violated that one can only referdo'it"as
abused knowledge. This commercialization, commodification and tothbting’ of
African knowledge has tended to rein19
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force the

subject them to our dominators’ knowledge

nent.

paradigms at the exclusion of our own. As
has been asked before, whoever heard of
normal parents who surrendered the responsibility of raising their children, en-

peripheral status of the contiOnly a very tiny group of scholars
from dominating cultures have succeeded
in transcending this arrogance, genuinely
studying Africa on its own terms as opposed to
imposing their own

preconstructed texts

on

We view African research
as

indeed

engaged in

a

institutions

historical mission

of cultural and academic resistance

in

piece together this
intellectually scrambled Africa.
Self-assertion, self-sufficiency and
authority over indigenous knowledge(s)
by African peoples thus become urgent
projects in the face of the foregoing. The
Southern African Political Economy Series (SAFES) Trust gives us cause for celebration here. Through its research and
publication record, the institution is contributing to the upliftment of Africa from
the stagnation of imposed pupilage by
dominating powers. More than this
SAFES is facilitating the analytical, systematic understanding of ourselves and
our reality through its scholarly efforts
in the region.
Movement from receptacles to becoming points of reference is another reason for celebrating the SAFES’ existence
and well being today. Through its research and publications, the institution
has become a reference center, not Just

their bold attempts to

in Southern Africa but also
nent

on

the conti-

and at the international levels. Lack

mentorship and the scarcity of professional specialization are arid
of intellectual

areas of our young people’s upbringing,
education and academic nurturing under

neo-colonialism.

Acts of

self-negation

through the ‘surrendering of intellect’
syndrome on the part of Africa’s collaborating, opportunistic elites who willingly
agents of dominating powers and
paradigms of invasion have tragically contributed to our intellectual impoverishment and dependency. Intellectuals who expose this treachery through
their productivity must be seen as engaged
serve as

their

in what Paulo Freire has called

education

for critical consciousness.
The urgent

task of training Africa’s

youth and passing on the skills that they
countries’ new
is directly linked to my previous

need in order to become our
resources

point. Maligned as the conspiracy theory
has become, it is not illogical to wonder
why we should expect our youth to gain
critical consciousness while our educational systems,
20

trusting the task to

a stranger, not to menfoe? We do well to remember
Amilcar Cabral’s words of counsel here

tion

it.

by and large, continue to

that:
on

a

only in stories do people cross the river

the back of the crocodile’s friend.

recognize SAFES’ efforts ^ promoting Indigenous research, tools in intellectual family parenting that endow us with
We

accountability and authenticity.

Enhancement of indigenous knowledge(s) as forms of self-representation makes
the work of SAFES through research and publication central to the process of African development. Of particular significance here
is the language question. SAFES has adopted
an aggressive policy of promoting publications in Zimbabwean languages that is undoubtedly a means of bridging the gap between

the educated elites and the

masses,

Frantz Fanon rightly observed, “to
speak a language is to assume a world’’.
for,

as

Engaging the languages that the masses
communicate in is, in turn, a means of
making deliberate contact with their reality on their self-expressed terms. Further,
the practice is likely to lead to a search for
mass oriented methodologies of generating, analyzing and packaging knowledge.
Our challenge to SAFES is that the institution accelerates this search, for, it will
undoubtedly help bring to an end the recycling of ideas and knowledge that currently
characterizes dominated intellectual discourse

and is

sure to

stimulate creative

scholarly productivity.
The significance of the word as power underlines the impact that SAFES is making
and is likely to make through its publication project. For centuries dominating
powers and their agents have abducted
Africa’s peoples’ voices, controlling our
very utterances and thus violating a fundamental human right/need the act of selfnaming. Fublishers who ally with powers
of domination can strangulate the voices
of those they dominate, silencing them
through refusing to publish their works. By
seizing the prerogative to determine who
gets or does not get published, when and
how this happens, for instance, those who
own printing houses end up directing our
creativity. Only the event of owning our
own publishing enterprises will rescue us
from this kind of stifling.
We congratulate SAFES on the thriv¬

ing publication activities including the huge
by the Executive Director
himself, especially in these days when executives simply direct and hardly create.
Autonomy from direct government
funding presents SAFES with the unique
possibility of creating alternative intellecvolume of work

tual service to the nation that local univershies and

colleges do not possess. Used
prudently, this relative freedom can provide the kind of opportunity that opens up
spaces for transformational, revolutionary
historical intervention capable of shaking
the most unbending structures of systematic obstruction. SAFES’ determination to
undermine

censorship of information
through its journal SAPEM and active support for academic freedom are evidence of
the potential that independent institutions
of research and publication

hold in promot-

ing democratic discourse.
The central role of

women and youth
participants in SAFES’ intellectual work will be critical in determining
whether this institution has really sueceeded in creating democratic intellectual
space that is different from mainstream setups which continue to be enmeshed betwixt
ropes of patriarchal entrapment.
The continued marginalization of these
crucial constituencies of humanity and their
as

active

voices will remain
until

a

developmental

snare

unequivocally addressed.

We salute SAFES for the steps

taken to

gender question in its research
and publication agenda as demonstrated by
the presence of SAFERE. Soon, let us
hope, SAFES will emerge with a journal
for youths as well.
In conclusion, a reminder that SAFES
is uniquely positioned to assume a leadership role in. influencing the enactment of
address the

pro-people policies that could pave a new
developmental path for our countries.
SAFES’ vision and mission should aim at

propelling the liberation of the powerless
from poverty, economic exploitation,
and gender discrimination, as well as

class
from

all other forms of injustices and human
rights abuses that stifle full human realiza-

It is indeed the selflessness

tion.

and

re-

lentlessness with which this vision and mission

are

pursued that will ultimately determerely

mine whether our celebration here is

ceremonial

sR

or

real.!

Professor, department of African
Studies, Syracuse University,

American

USA
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DEBATES & VIEWPOINTS
A Reflection

the

Structural

Adjustment Programmes and
Struggle for Democracy in Africa

on

TUKUMBI LUMUMBA-KASONGO

A

contemporary African state is

functionally and philosophically
an

international political con-

struct par

excellence. It behaves consequently. Why is it that this state is incapable of converting its international resource base into output of social development for the African people? Why is it
tkat public policies, based on, and defined
witkia, the framework of the Saps by the
African states, are producing disastrous
social and economic conditions in many

parts of Africa? Despite the World
Bank’s rhetoric, there is no clear indication that programs of austerity, promoted
by both the IMF and the World Bank and
implemented within the framework of
multiparty democracy, are either suececding in qualitatively transforming the
productive forces of the people in Africa
or substantially
improving their living
standards.

However, despite the real and potential
contradictions associated with the IMF and
the World Bank, their role is increasing in
Africa because the industrial nations, the

providers of financial capital and technologies, have decided to empower those institutions

as

the

major decision makers in the

The role of Saps

Between the 1970s and the early 1990s,
three phenomena-the adoption of the Saps
of the world Bank and the stabilization pro-

of the IMF, the rise of the struggle for
multiparty democracy, and a movement towards “de-statization” (or marginalization)
of Africa-have characterized the dynamics
of African society. In a fragile and unpredictable transition, relationships between
these phenomena are complex because each
of them represents a different perspective
grams

about how Africa should be defined and how
it should function. Furthermore, each has its

directly

or indirectly stands on “the critical
path” of nearly seventy five percent of total
capital flows and debt relief of Africa. And

Thus,

in 1997 the Bank declared to make Africa
its priority. This responsibility, and the con-

native

the IMF and the World Bank. However, this

optimistic assumption has been seriously
challenged by internal contradictions within
the world system and within the Saps. The
adoption and implementation of the Saps
in Africa in general have so far produced
mixed results and consequences in different sectors of the economies and societies,
and in different political periods, among
various social classes, countries and states.

Any efforts at generalization and homogenization can be misleading. However, globally in terms of either infrastructures or
well-being ofthe people, African conditions
are generally worsening.
SAPEM JULY 1998

publi-

nical abilities to deliver their services faster
than other programs.

own

surrounding its actualization, can
positively or negatively change the role of

more

ibility and real political leverage in influencing politics and policies in Africa than
any other programme. There are several reasons why the
Saps are vital to world polltics; (1) they are designed in the metropolitan centre (the centre of world power) on its
image and for its interest; (2) their supportive institutions and states perceive them to
be “ideologically” and “politically neutral”;
and (3) they are authoritative and have tech-

financial sectors. In 1995, the World Bank

ditions

have been

cized than any other bilateral or multilateral
programs. Within the world system, since
World War II, the Saps have had more vis-

ethos, worldview, and constituency.
this

transition

is

itself

epistemologically problematic because it
offers neither a viable developmental alternor the needed philosophical foundation for learning about new policy formulation and implementation.

It is

argued that if democratic pluralism
multipartyism becomes legitimized
through popular political and social participation, the IMF and the World Bank, despite their power, can be forced to adopt reforms framed with democratic ideals. If they
do not these international organizations may
become partially dysfunctional in terms of
influencing the African national policies
with a high level of predictability. However,
if challenges to the Saps from the bottom
or

full

consolidated, institutions of power
in the North, in collaboration with states both
in the North and South, may intervene to
crush the movements of the struggle for deare

mocracy.

One of the common characteristics of
the democratic struggle, one which
may
threaten the Saps, is the citizens’ quest for
full

participation in the affairs of state and
society. “Autonom ization” of the regions or
provinces, as it is pursued through the democratic struggle in some countries, can also
challenge the Saps’ policies. Citizens’ political rights to elect their representatives,
to influence policy input, and to make
policy
choices individually or collectively cannot
be disassociated from state planning for the
future.
World Bank advocates argue that if the
Saps have succeeded in improving living
standards in South America and Asia, there

apparent logical or historical reasons
why they should not succeed in Africa. In
this generalization, the Asian and South
are no

American conditions have not seriously
been taken into account. From this point of

view, and without asking what the criteria
of success are, the initial African conditions
have been reduced to the level of the African state’s abilities or inabilities to
adopt
the “universal” characteristics of the world
economy. Those advocates also believe in
the Keynesian assumption that a country that

spends and borrows enough can eliminate
poverty. Thus, it must be asked: Are the reforms pursued by the Bank, under pressure
from many intematinal and national organ isations since the t980s, permanent?
Since their inception and adoption
early 1980s in Africa, Saps and the
stabilization programs have been controversial in terms of their design, implementation approach, social and political implications, and underlying philosophical and
teleogical assumptions. To some they
brought a high level of optimism at a time
of generalised economic marasme. To others, they brought a high level of skepticism
concerning the development strategy that

in the

Africans should follow. Even the World
Bank itself has no clear intellectual (in terms
of firmly
or

belonging to

a

school of thought)

philosophical consensus (this refers to the

question of what kind of society or state to
build) about evaluating the long-term impact of their African programs. However,
despite controversies and much resistance
21
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as of 1997, more than thirty
five African states have partially or fully

to their agenda,

adopted the Saps and IMF stabilization programs. Thus,
World Bank
states as

can

“necessary evils”.

genuinely pursue its policy
adopt the Saps within the context ofthe

Can

and

it is clear that the IMF and the
perceived by many Affi-

are

a

state

rise of democratic nationalism? As

of 1997,

actual performance of the state. The excessive use of raw power by a small elite to
articulate their own interests, coupled with
an increase in poverty, created uneasy relations among the state, the peripheral capitalist political economy, and the people, "nie
process of internationalization of labour, the
accumulation of surpluses, the control of
resources

by multinationals, the power

democracy have become rou-

struggle between the North and South, and

tine and national elections have been organised in most countries. Some scholars pose

the crisis of peripheral capitalism (as refleeted by its failures to deliver) also must
be taken into account as factors that led to

debates about

questions concerning the relationship of
development and democracy. Despite a lack
of empirical and consistent data to support
the assumptions that there are always positive correlations between development and
democracy, in specific cases in Africa, most
students of development agree that there
cannot be any broad development until peopie fully participate in the process of its
construction or re-construction. As the late
Claude Ake once said: “Democracy requires

development, otherwise it cannot give
equal opportunities to all, it cannot incorporate all to articulate their interests to negotiate them. It cannot produce a political
community in which all are able to enjoy
rights, nor avoid compromising Justice. This
is why development, in this broad sense, is
an integral part of the process of democraeven

tization”.

Popular movements and multiparty politics, demanding openness, power sharing,
and fair distribution of resources, are seri-

ously challenging the power, policies, and
legitimacy of African states. Although this
challenge may not be philosophical, it is
forcing the state to make some concessions.
This leads to further questions. Can
multipartyism, as currently defined and
practiced in Africa, produce both genuine
democracy and social progress? Moreover,
what are the differences, among the multiparty politics in former one-party states such
as Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Congo,
Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, and Togo?
The majority of Africans, especially the
poor, have been alienated vis-a-vis the state.
In countries like Sudan, Sierra Leone, and
the Democratic Republic of the Congo until recently, most people were still in a “Hobbesian state of nature” or have become “re-

signed” to be poor. Resources are becoming less available, and the state has become
more selective in managing its citizens’
business, even within the framework of
existing democratic movements. Furthermotel, political instability has not allowed
development of individual initiative. The
animosity toward the state in a function of
the relationship between people’s expectations of what the state ought to do and the
22

the rise of popular

movements.

Popular movements, defined as coalitions of various movements and organizations, articulate social and political issues,
generally in non-ideological terms. They

emphasize the fact that majority of Africans
tend to perceive democracy in ethical and
developmental terms. Given the level of
poverty in most parts of the continent, the
issue of distribution of resources should be

central to the current functioning of pluralistic democracy. Multipartyism is not a

strong instrument for structural changes if
a democracy does not include accountabil-

ity, respect for the right to life, social equality and collective responsibility. Conceptually, democracy may be more valuable for
the people than multiparyism. Thus, political pluralism should not simply be defined
as a descriptive and procedural. Rather, it
should be a mixture of both

a

normative and

prescriptive phenomenon.
The issue is whether the structures and

have the

potential to advance history, although not necessarily toward a concrete

political economy of the neo-colonial Afri-

national or social revolutionary objective.
In the past, countries like Ghana, Mali, and

to

popular uprisings have led to the
collapse of regimes. These movements have
contributed to the current processes of political change by creating space in which
state and society can enter into a dialogue.
Although in most cases they have not
brought down the current regimes, they
have contributed to demystifying and weakening their power base and public image.
This has been accomplished through their
demands for equal distribution of national
resources; more participation in the affairs
of the society; protection of basic human
and social rights, and ecology; land vacancy; power sharing, and jobs. The objec-

the Sudan,

tives ofthese movements are in conflict with
the Saps’ general purposes. The Saps func-

tioning assumptions are essentially based
on an economistic logic (or technically on
the market logic). Popular movements tend
to perceive democracy first of all, as a social phenomenon. Until recently, the perception of development within the Saps has
been very much technical and not social.
The IMF and the World Bank have
the
to

become

champions of multipartyism as means

promote the Saps.

tion and

What is the real func-

significance of multipartyism?

Multipartyism as an expression of political pluralism within a liberal democracy
tends to contain a universal message and is
partially defined as the freedom of individual citizens to create as many parties as
they wish within the country’s constitutional rules. The key issues in African political pluralism should be the distribution
of power and resource management, and
their policy implications.
Poverty is the foremost African problem, and the issue of equity is an important
ethical principle within this analysis. We

state

can

can

create

conditions conducive

genuine social democracy and institutional planning needed for its progress.
What is the significance of freedom and
human rights in political discourse without
economic self-sufficiency? What do popular elections of leaders

mean

to

such peo-

pie?
In contemporary world, no country, peopie, or nation, has succeeded to progress in
meaningful social and economic ways without

first

acquiring a genuine political inde-

pendence. This independence cannot be
earned without cultural, political and economic struggle. The struggle for democracy
has taken different forms

across

Africa, and

struggle’s manifestation and energies
depends largely on the nature and the level
of local social contradictions, how they relate to the global economy, and how democracy is defined and perceived. Recently,
intelligentsia classes, especially the organic
intellectuals have incorporated this theme
into their research and scholarly activities,
rural women have organized cooperatives
in many countries, students have continued
to organize themselves through formal political and social organisations (as above
bureaucrats), and working classes have consolidated their demand through labour unthe

ions. The permanent
the

lumpen-proletarians,

unpaid workers, and women and men

from the “informal sector” have taken to

policies. The sponcoalitions that have arisen among
these different social classes, though frag-

the streets to protest state
taneous

ile, have produced popular movements. In

Algeria, Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea,
Togo, and Zaire, the state reacted violently
against these movements. In countries like
Benin, Cote d’Ivoire, Congo-Brazzaville,
Ghana, Mali, Niger, and Zambia, however,
a fragile compromise or a new governance
formula has been reached.
SAPEMJULY 1998
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We argue

that the struggle for democin Africa cannot be reduced to the
struggle of having access to political/state
power or control of the state’s resources as
generally perceived by some students of
politics. Rather, it is one’s right to live well
in one’s social milieu and one’s right to
determine what is good or bad within his/
racy

her own social environment. The search for
societal value system that is centered

a new

equality and social justice is

between the United States and the soviet

Union. Popular movements and struggles
for democracy should not neglect the international context in which they are operat-

ing. Could some African political leaders
be defeated through electoral processes

a struggle
democracy, representing the people’s
effort to disengage from outmoded neo-colonial state programs and the Saps’ agendas. Thus, democracy should be defined as
a process in which human
rights are actualised in policy formulation and implemen-

without the support

tation.

stance, the freedom of

on

for

So far the

I

During the Cold war era, the instruments
and the policies articulated
by the African states were heavily influenced by the international power struggle
of development

implementation of the Saps
has not promoted the practices of democracy as a human rights issue. This is due
partially to the fact that the Saps’ objectives,
and the states’ and people’s interests have
been antagonistically defined and pursued.
Thus, the Saps based policies, in not taking
into account that the local objective conditions, have produced different outcomes,
which also are not necessarily complementary. While the austerity programs have stabilized

aspects of the state’s fiscal
activities (such as tax collection) and stimulated growth in the export sectors in countries like Cote d’Ivoire and Ghana, they also
some

from the North? Can
democracy be taken seriously at the local
and national level without having economic
correspondence at the international level?
One of the current intellectual tendencies among some scholars and policymakers
is to equate democratic debates (for in-

expression, human
rights and the struggle for economic and
cultural independence) with multipartyism
and dictatorship within the one party state.
This raises serious epistemological and
policy questions as to our definitions and
understanding of what democracy is or
ought to be in an African context. A similar
tendency is to equate any centralized social
system with dictatorship, and any decentralized one, even one that does not have any

participatory policies, with democracy. This
creates confusion about what
democracy is
and what it ought to be. What did one party-

nancial and economic foundation and the
base for individual planning. Cutting of the

state, for instance Chama Cha Mapinduzi
(CCM) in Tanzania under Julius Nyerere,
and the multiparty system under Mobutu of
Zaire (April 1990-May 97) or Paul Biya of
Cameroon, have in common in democratic

have

seriously destabilized household fi-

agricultural subsides, decreasing salaries,

terms?

currency devaluation and the intensification of lumpen-proletarianization in the ur-

While social and economic conditions
in most parts of Africa are worsening, the

ban areas, have contributed to sharpening
the level of social class tensions and frustrations. Thus, in Benin, Cote d’Ivoire,

euphoria associated with the rise of popu-

Ghana, workers and academics have been

siasm about the future of the new African
societies. Although there is no reason to

constantly in the streets to force governments to change some of their policies that
negatively affect their purchasing power. As
previously indicated, this confrontational
approach has challenged the ethos and practices of multipartyism. Indeed, in most
cases, this situation is likely to lead to further political instability and social violence.
In short, a real democratic right is essentially a development right. In this context, development is not narrowly defined
as an increase in per capita income. A
broader concept of development which incorporates basic civil and political freedoms,
implies a democracy which ensures these
freedoms. In this sense democracy is more
conducive to authentic social development
than is a non-democratic regime.

lar and democratic movements continues to
raise new expectations, hopes, and enthu-

doubt the basis of this

pectations, there

are

hope

also

no

or

its high

ex-

economic and

sociological data to support the assumption
of positive

correlations between democratic

discourse and economic development.
For about twenty years, the IMF and the
World Bank worked with the highly centralized regimes, the civilian one partystates, and the military regimes. What tlie
Bank was interested in then was institutional

stability; the nature and origins of such stability were of little importance. For instance, it was assumed that institutional sta-

bility would be able to maintain “peace” and
“order, pre-requisites for creating a working environment for the movements of
goods and people. Yet maintaining this
“peace” and “order” meant working closely

with dictators who, in most cases in
Africa,
appropriated national resources for their
own
security. This clearly shows the inconsistent working ethic of the Bank.
The Bank was not interested in ethical
issues because those issues are not only difficult to define and solve, and the ethical
standard is difficult to reach and
satisfy by

the capitalist institutions.
that institutional stability

It

tice

or believe in
democracy (eg Nimeiry
of Sudan, Mobutu of Zaire, Doe of Liberia,
and Eyadema of Togo). Those dictators,
even in the worst scenario, created a better-

functioning environment for the Bank than
for the citizens.
In Africa, the Bank worked with a
very
small number of government economists in

departments of economy or finances, or in
the offices of presidents or prime ministers,
behind closed doors. Even within the
government or

regime, the

same

of sharing information and having inputs from others has been limited. Only a few technicians
and politicians were involved in the decision making process regarding World Bank
business in Africa, and the process of implementation was not based on the democratic ethos and principles. Even in the areas of selecting their
targets, the Saps did
not systematically go through the
scrutiny
process

of national institutions. Governments did

give much inputs in either the formulaor the implementation of the Bank’s
policies. Even when the World Bank’s designed policies were delivered in the national languages and with national political
symbols, the packages were essentially the
not

tion

Bank’s and the West’s, for the Bank’s programs to succeed, their policy must involve
the beneficiaries. We agreed with Rebecca
Petersen as she said. “The policy process

needs to be expanded to include all whom
the policy affects directly or indirectly. The
voices of youths, parents and the commu-

nity residents need to be heard and acted
upon for policies to become more democratic. Authentic participation is the key to
ameliorating the conditions of society”.
This is one of the most important challenges
facing the IMF and the World Bank in Africa.

( (

1

In the past, the Bank advocated a liberal market and economyl within a non11 ;
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assumed

was

would guarantee
the rational functioning of the market. What
was more
important was to create or to
maintain the conditions in which a
given
country would be able to consistently service its outstanding debt and to acquire more
loans. Certainly it is not accidental that
loans were given systematically to states or
presidents who did not even claim to prac-

.
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involved in

democratic environment. Now it has added

have decided to become

governance and human rights among
its conditions for evaluating the dossiers of

the Saps’ activities. Their intervention in
order to make appropriate recommendations

states that

may not tear down the Saps, but it is likely
to alter the rigidities and conditionalities of

good

apply for loans.

It should be said that the

operations of
the Saps have been essentially anti-democratic and anti-state planning. Thus, the
assumptions of the Bank and the IMF, as
well as those of popular and democratic
movements, have been permanently in conflict. The Bank’s perception ofAfrica, from
a market perspective, is that of a peripheral
capitalist entity. In focusing on fiscal pollcies without looking at the global picture,
its programs tend to weaken state initiatives
for planning. In fact, fragile planning practices by the African state have been more
of the instrument of

political control than

those of social management and construetive or progressive change. From the free

perspective, state planning is an
impediment to order and stability. Rather
than embracing state planning, the Saps
have sought to truncate it.
Despite the fact that multipary democracy has not rooted in African political culture, recently the parliaments in some countries (eg. Benin, Cote d’Ivoire, CongoBrazzaville before it collapsed, and Kenya)
market

more

the bank and the IMF. This intervention may
also delay their implementation, if it is sup-

ported by genuine democratic struggles.
Theoretically, democratic discourse
which is inclusive and holistic systematically promotes a diversity of views, value
consensus, tolerance based on law and culture, and respect for individual and collective social rights liberties. These are potential factors that can produce mechanisms
through which social progress can occur.
They can liberate minds, energize cultures,
and promote individual and collective initiatives. Epistemologically and historically,

and

development will not occur in
Clearly, Africa needs a restructuring that is promoted by state planning and
supported by the ideals of democracy and

manner

Africa.

The tendencies of

local social demands.

destatization of Africa within the

global

economy as represented by the Saps of the
IMF and the World Bank cannot create

mechanisms for appropriate planning. Contrary to the arguments of the Bank this de-

of reinforcing Afrole, is not only an economic
phenomenon; it is essentially an effort to
peripheralize further Africa and diminish
her potential to influence the world political events for her advantages. Africa will
not develop out of the European capital.
African will not progress without a revostatization,

as a process

rica’s past

lution of

some

kind

or

structural transfer-

democratic discourse must be rooted in the

mation of the

local conditions. That is to say, people
should learn about democracy from within

ance,

the

stages of development as prescribed by the
modernization school and its revisionism
and adoption in Africa as policy foundation, will not work in Africa despite a strong
interventionism of the global system. In fact
this interventionism is itself the major

dynamics of their own social realities
configurations. Comparatively and functionally, their significance
can be appreciated internationally. Without
solid institutional planning, which functions
on participatory premises, the Saps will not
be able to reach many people in a positive
and historical

existing systems of govern-

of cultural and economic production,

and of its cultural elements. The Rostowian

source

of the African

r

malady.!
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GENDER ISSUES

Emergency Aid, Humanitarian Development and
Reproductive Health - is God against abortion for
refugees?
Zaya Yeebo
evciopment NGOs have debated
issue whether it is appropriate or not to make reproductive
health, particularly, the Minimum Initial
Service Package (MISP) as part of emergency aid. The clear absence of health organisations in the UK emergency relief

D

the

network

seems

to confirm the view that

these

organisations do not regard reproductive health as an emergency issue.
On the other hand, it should also be
stressed, that while some NGOs shy away
■from

dealing with reproductive health is-

sues,

both for its sensitivity, and their op-

portunism, they have no problems in dispensing condoms in refugee camps. Imperative to this argument is the question WHEN
is it appropriate to introduce reproductive
health services in a refugee or emergency
situation.?
This is the result of the unresolved issue
of development and relief. Relief is a recent
term in development tenninology, which

gained widespread use during emergencies
arising from natural and man made disasters in Africa and Asia. In times of drought
and civil war, emphasis is usually placed on
providing immediate aid to relieve the suffering of the victims. Soon it was translated
into areas of conflict where there were large
movements of refugees or Internally displaced persons.
Political emergencies differ from natural disasters. Political emergencies arise in
as

actuation when the state has all but col-

lapsed, increasing tensions between different social and political groups within society, disputed legitimacy of ruling governments, widespread abuse of vulnerable sections of the society (women and children).
In such a complex alignment of social forces,
foreign assistance can be used to alleviate
suffering, or can also be exploited by the
warring factions to keep their troops fed, to
the disadvantage of women and children.
Is a development strategy possible in a
country in a state of war, when large sections of the population are on the move, and
when state power has collapsed? It is not
uncommon for some unrealistic day dreamers of the development world to insist on
SAPEM JULY/AUGUST 1998
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“Reproductive health

care

should be available in all situations..."

“ensuring development” when this is increasingly impossible. The result of such

this occured in Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Liberia, and Sudan. Conflict resolution NGOs

haste has been the introduction of systems
that would work only under stable conditions. For instance the introduction of cost

confuse conferences where

recovery health measures in an unstable
ation would be unrealistic.

bush. A shift from “relief’ to “development”
based on an unworkable peace accord is a

situ-

In the same way, what sort of assistance
would be appropriate? The food versus
health debate is certainly because it allows
some so-called humanitarian agencies to
determine what is best for refugees and in-

temally displaced
What

are

persons.
the benchmarks for introduc-

ing reproductive health in an emergency
situation? Can relief be separated from long
term development? Are there agreed benchmarks for the beginning of humanitarian aid,
and the end of

relief, to enable health

or-

ganisations to start giving help in reproductive health? When is a conflict really over?
When does emergency relief end and development assistance start? Who determines the
end of one process and the beginning of
another?
In African

conflicts, it is not unusual for
politicians as representatives of warring factions to agree to “peace accords” in fashionable hotel rooms, which have no impact
on the situation on the ground. Instances of

warring parties

go to “party” in Europe with a genuine peace
accord understood by the fighters in the

recipe for disaster. Yet, there seems to be
unhealthy rejection of the need for re-

an

productive health in

emergency

situations

by so-called relief agencies.
Horrifying stories about how women
and children were degraded during the
Liberian and Sierra Leonean civil wars
have emerged since the return of these
countries to some semblance of normal-

ity. In the Liberian and Sierra Leonean
women were seen as part of the
spoils of war. Rape and sexual abuse
were as common as the sound of
rusty AK

conflicts,

47 rifles.
Not even pregnant women were safe
for this sort of violence. Some women
have said that the flight into exile was as

dangerous
where

as life in the refugee camps
they lived. In refugee camps,

women were

confronted not

only by

com-

batants, but could suffer similar experiences from officials in the camps - soldiers to relief officials.
25
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Rwanda presents us

with

a

horrifying

to

example of both the tragedy and the hope
of

decide for themselves.
To some relief agencies,

vilify and deliberately distort it. Reproand self im-

resolving this dilemma. During the
genocide in Rwanda in 1994, thousands
of women were subjected to sexual violence. According to a UN report, “women
were raped, mutilated, forced into sexual
slavery and taken as ‘wives’ by their captors.” This process was repeated in Sierra Leone and Liberia. Africa Rights, a

posed custodians of other people’s morality, the answer would be “wait for the
emergency phase to pass” before we can
provide counselling, or advice on reproductive health. As simplistic as this may
seem, that is the option supported by
some relief agencies in the UK. Like
other forms of support given in camps,

London based NGO describes rape as an

these decisions

“egregious breach of international humanitarian law and a crime against humanity.”
Rene Degni Seguf the Human Rights
commission’s Special Rapporteur for

ence

Rwanda, noted in January 1996 that:

can

‘rape

systematic and was used as a
by the perpetrators of the massacres according to consistent and reliable testimony, a great many women
were raped, rape was the rule and its absence was the exception.”
The same report goes on: “under-age
children and elderly women were not
spared. Other testimonies mention cases
of girls aged between 10 and 12. Pregnant women were not spared. Women
about to give birth or who had just given
birth were also the victims of rape in hospitals. The situation was all the more
alarming in that they were raped by members of the militias, some of who were
was

weapon

AIDS virus carriers (as was the case of
the national chief of the militias, as several witnesses report). Women who had

are

made without refer-

to those who have suffered.

Yet,

pinches.
The

trauma

caused

be ameliorated

awareness

to

ensure

that

her health fears?
And of course, her dignity which had just
been taken away from her. Who can allay her fears of having contacted a sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? If a
twelve year old girl arrived in a camp,
would

a

overcome

blanket be

more

suitable than

helping her cope with possible pregnancy
arising from forced sexual activity? Who
has to make such a judgement? To answer No is to suggest that some things
are more important than others. To do so
behalf of women who have suffered
such horrific physical and mental agony,
is also to take away from them the right
on

26
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Reproductive Health is about safe
motherhood, using Information, Educa-

a

camps.

Reproductive health should therefore
be part

and parcel of emergency situation, thereby giving women who need
access to this the opportunity to use these
services if they wish. Every refugee or
emergency camp should have MlSPs and
make this available to

women

who need

it. However, this

refugee in

helping her

available in all situations and be based

refugee camp. To tell a woman who
arrives in a refugee camp, dazed by traumatic events that she ought to wait for
some undefined time before reproductive
health assistance and advice can be given
is not only callous, but betrays the trust
imposed on those working in these

in

and armed conflict: UN responses:

camp, wduld giving her a blanket and a
bowl of soup be more important than

it, she will resort to other methods.
“Reproductive health care should be

take control of their lives, even

women

comfort

If a women who had gone through
such horrific violence entered a refugee

norm would support this? If denied
medically health and safe way of doing

Situations

one who
the shoe who knows how much it

also involved, and even
corpses”. (Women 200, Sexual violence

April

a

mation and

wears

saying goes: it is only the

Nuns)

1998).

tura!

by sexual violence
by counseling, quality sexual health advice, and the infor-

old

fections and died. Women who were ‘untouchable’ according to custom (eg.
were

ing a woman who has been raped and
traumatised from terminating an unwanted pregnancy. What morality or cul-

refugee, particularly, women’s needs
repressed demands, with full respect
for the various religious and ethical values and cultural backgrounds for the refugees, in conformity with universally recognised human rights”, says the Hand
book on Reproductive Health in Refugee

an

as

recognition is marred
by powerful lobby groups who object to
reproductive health on religious grounds.
Some development agencies take

just given birth developed fulminating in-

ductive health is not about “abortion”.
There is no moral justification for deny-

can

or

tion and Communication (lEC)

mother and

so called “cultural” objections.
Culture has often been used as an all jus-

tifying excuse for not dealing with sexual
violence, but 1 am not aware of any African country or society which sanctions
sexual violence.
These organisations

also claim that
nothing but

the reproductive health is
backdoor “abortions”. To

some

extent

therefore, reproductive health is a taboo
which many NGOs would rather sweep
under he carpet than face as one of the

challenges posed by conflict and the collapse of the nation state, which then gives
rise to the refugee situation
The deliberate attempt to define re¬
productive health restrictively, and therefore deny its wider health implications
for safe motherhood, women’s rights, and
the needs of children, is an age-old trick,
If you do not agree with an idea, simply

baby, training traditional

birth attendants (TBAs) and where possible and necessary, providing the Minimum initial Service Package. These are

important as eradicating malaria from
refugee camps.
For the women suffering from sexual
violence, or those suffering from the consequences of war, and of desperate cutas

backs in health services, this is not a
moral issue. It is about the right of peo-

pie to a decent
when to have a

life, the right to chose
healthy baby, and to be
able to care for it in humane ways, the
right to health, to quality information.

find solace from their Afri-

counterparts, who are keen to take

strategies

improve

awareness of women’s situation and of gender issues, protecting
to

In the
and

case

of countries like Rwanda

Liberia, continued vigilance “is re-

quired to ensure that sexual
all conflicts is addressed”.

violence in

In

today’s context, women must be
viable choice. International law
must recognise and punish violence
against women. But more than that
women need reproductive health services
awareness raising, trauma counseling,
given

a

-

the choice between

a

wanted and

un-

wanted pregnancy,

ultimately,
ety. This is

a

economic power and
free and non-violent socihealth issue.

a
It is not and should not be treated

moral issue,

as a

hijacked by self servicing

moralists, whose selective choice of what

is moral and what is not cannot be anything but hypocritical, and cannot be seen
as necessarily being in the interest of
and men in third world countries.
Reproductive health is a health issuer

women
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THE STATE AND CONSTITUTIONALISM IN

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN TRANSITION:
A GENDERED PERSPECTIVE

SOUTHERN AFRICA

Edited by

Owen Skhone
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The

development of society is linked in fundamental and
intrinsic ways to a democratic constitution. This is a
constitution that ensures and guarantees peace, stability
and the legitimacy of those who govern in ways which
promote integrated development.

This is

states.

'

and

by the state according to constituprinciples? To what extent are the constitutional
principles influenced by political, economic and social

critical issues

women have pnoribsed for ttte
coming
milienium; and through an in-depth analysis of gendered
violence within the region both in the public and private
spheres.

It is the conclusion of these papers that the constitution
is

an important tool for the protection of fundamental
rights and freedoms. However, as we have seen in the
countries studied, a Bill of Rights is no guarantee for
respect of and enforcement of human rights. Having a

vancement of

First

Recommendations

out
and

democracy

urgent human rights issues within the context of a
understanding of development as a wholistic
gender-inclusive process.

group of Southern African scholars, constitutes

an

important contribution to the existing body of literature
which documents the long-awaited changes
taking place
within Southern Africa, as the people of the
region head
into the 21* century.

ZS100.00
USS10.00

Africa:

communities and

This text, whidi encompasses the excellent work of a

ISBN: 1-77905-077-1
Zimbabwe:

on how

different

protection of rights and ad-

published: 1998

Price:

made

(Activists. NGOs, and Government
Ministries) can begin to respond to an agenda which sets

necessarily lead to constitutionalthe

are

national structures

Societies have to look at other structures and
ensure

and

perspective; a critique of regional integration through an
analysis of the Beijing Platform of Action and an
assessment of SADC's capacities to implement the

Attempts by the incumbent leaders to get a new constitution, have been fuelled by the desire to sustain their
continued stay in power.

mechanisms to

increasing class and social dilferentlation

alineation among Africans across the countries which
make up the SADC region are dealt with from a historical

factors'^

ism.

changes structurally, politically
culturally during the past decade.

Problems of unemployment, gendered violation, poverty

Are constitutions able to translate into proper

constitution does not

witnessed tremendous
and

tional

I

ranging from perspectives

household relations of power and contestation over
to the ever-critical
issues affecting young people in a region which has
scarce social and material resources,

exercise of power

i

collection of articles

on

This collection of papers seeks to examine critically, the
prospects of constitutionalism in some Southern Afhcan

!
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ISSN' 1-77905-067-4
Price; Zimbabwe:

ZS 105,00
US $8.00

Africa;

SPECIAL FLIGHTS; THE GDR AND LIBERATION
MOVEMENTS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Haus

LANDMINES IN ZIMBABWE

Martin

Georg & Ilona Schleicher

This book is intended

anti-personnel mines (APs) have been
recognised as inhixnanweapons of war. 1997 will go down
in history as the year when the man in the street
successfiily removed this aspect from the repertoire of
weaponry available. Anti-personnel mines have
continued to maim and inflict fatalities in Vietnam,
Cambodia. Angola. Mozambique and Zimbabwe
amongst others, long after the conflicts have been settled.
The mined areas, now abandoned, are inhabited
by
mostly poor communities who continue to bear the brunt
of post-war casualties.

links with the national liberation movements In Southern
Africa.

Liberation movements had neither time

nor the resourc-

to

keep records and documents because of the busiof waging a war against colonial role. This book
provides those interested in understanding facts and
relationships to help them appreaate the history of both
es

A DEADLY LEGACY

In an era when

reflection of ti\e

Germany
Democratic Republic. East Germany's past, notably its
as a

-

Rupiyn

ness,

sides.

The cost of

removing each mine is astronomical and of
capability of

This

the countiles cited above, none has the

tion movements.

clearing the deserted mine fields.

applies to the conflict ridden evolution of the liberaSimilarly, the GDR's specific interests,
the interplay between the leading powers of East and
West as a major factor in the GDR's foreign policy on its

This book

highlights Zimbabwe's anti-personnel mines
problem witNn the world context It traces tiie history of
when, why and how mines were introduced irko the counby.

association with the liberation movements is described
in

great detail.

The

study reveals the futile attempts at mine clearance
only 10% of the two million mines
planted have been removed. The conclusion therefore

The authors have attempted to present this

relationship
of, evolutions and on the other of intemal developments within the liberations movements
themselves against the background of overall conditions
in the southern African region and the Cold War con-

since 1980. in which

within the context

frontation of that

is that mine clearance programmes need to come up
with a solution which provides jobs and remurrerated

participation by the burdened and impoverished

era

communities in the affected areas.

ISBN: 1-77905W1-2
Price: Zimbabwe
Africa:

The next task is for

a broad-based,
multi-disciplinary
study of Zimbabwe's landmines problems and its impact
on several aspects.

Z$115.00
US$900

ISBN;

1-77905-065-8, 1998. 92 pp

Price: Zimbabwe;
Africa:

To order

338

i

copies of these and

Z$50.00
US$500

more contact:

Jolly, Sotitliern Africa Printing and Publishing House (SAPPHO)
Herbert Chitepo Ave, Harare, Tel: 704951/2 Fax; 704953, E-mail: sapplio(a) africaoiiline.co.zw.
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ENVIRONMENT

CONSERVATION VERSUS
DEVELOPMENT
CHRIS MCIVOR

A

t

a

recent

meeting in Zimbabwe,

to discuss a new Government

policy on protected areas, one
participant questioned the relevance of
the environmental debate to the majority of people in the country. “We can not
afford environmental concerns” he
claimed. It

was

^11 very well talking about

preserving national assets, biological diversity, protecting endangered species,
etc, but if local farmers did not have
enough land to plant their crops, if local
people did not have clean water, sanitation and enough to eat then environmental issues were a luxury of little consequence to anybody but professional conservationists.
This objection has been raised in many
other parts of the globe where a division has
arisen between the proponents of develop-

the one hand and conservationists
and ecologists on the other. Part of the problem is that the “environment” has been con-

ment on

fined to what

one

author described

as a

policy ghetto, with environmentalists often
the most responsible for allowing this to happen. In advocating a protectionist approach
and the creation of reserves and
where all human activity is prohibited

to nature
areas

they have turned the environment into a kind
of sacred, hands-off entity. This ignores the
fact that for most people in developing countries the environment is much

more a source

of livelihood and survival than
recreation or aesthetic appeal.
The view of nature

as a

a

place of

kind of sacred

long history in the West, claims
one author, who points out that conservation in developing countries has frequently
meant the exclusion of rural people from naEden has

a

tional

parks and forest reserves in the interprotection of large animal species and preservation of habitats. This has
led to a perception among many indigenous
communities, who have either been evicted
from park areas or refused access to its benests of the

efits, that “animals
tant

than

seem to

be

more

impor-

people”. Since environmental in-

terventions have more serious consequences
for the inhabitants of a subsistance economy
28

Logging: if no aiternative

sources

of energy

are found, peasants

will continwe to cut

down trees

than for those from societies which possess

the

safety net of an industrial base. Western
support for the creation of protected areas
is often regarded as hypocritical. It is not
European farmers or consumers who have
to suffer the consequences of marauding
elephant and buffalo destroying their crops
or who can not graze their animals or coliect firewood in

protected

areas.
“Much of the emotional as distinct from
the economic investment which Europe
made in Africa has manifested itself in a
wish to protect the natural environment as a

special kind of “Eden”, for the purpose of
the European psyche, rather than as a complex and changing environment in which
people have actually had to live. The desire
to maintain and preserve “Eden” has been
particularly pronounced in Eastern and
Southern Afi'ica, where European ambitions
extended to permanent settlement.”
(Anderson and Grove, “The Scramble For
Eden”, 1987, Pg25).
The survival needs of poorer

communities
In recent times new arguments

used
local

try to convince policy makers and
populations in such countries of the
importance of conservation and the protec-

tion of natural resources. Yet if their particular livelihood needs are not addressed
in concerete,

tions,
on

tangible

no matter

ways

such exhorta-

how well meaning, will fall

deaf ears. The future needs argument, in
of preserving the environment for sus-

terms

tainable

use or

the benefit of future genera-

not on its own
nities for whom current

tions,

appeal to commuagricultural practices are their only means of survival. In
many parts of Zimbabwe, for example,
farmers will readily acknowledge that the
cutting down of trees to produce charcoal
and clear land for production is ultimately
damaging to the land they live on. Yet they
point out to the “experts” sent by Government and international agencies to counsel
them against such practices, that if no alternative source of revenue is offered, if they
do not receive reasonable prices for their
crops, if fuel and building materials are too
expensive for them to afford then they have
no

have been

to

can

option but to continue their current harm-

fill activities.
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ENVIRONMENT

The “hands-off’ position of many environmentalists towards natural resources
and their inability or unwillingness to realize the livelihood needs of communities in

many sensitive, ecological areas has fuelled
a belief among many people, that environmental issues are the exclusive concern of
a

class who have the time and

luxury to af-

dastrialization in the

name

of sustainable

development. They point out that proposed
measures to avoid negative environmental
consequences have not been matched by
northern incentives to promote better practices. There has been

no

substantial

there is no local support or identification
with its aims and objectives.
Many tree

planting schemes, for example, have been
unsuccessful because local communities

perceive

no

com-

areas are set

niimient, for example, to provide financial
assistance to procure cleaner technologies

moved from

ford them. This is
borne out by observ-

benefits to themselves when
aside for conservation and re-

productive activities which formerly sustained them. In many parts of Africa, for

exam-

pie. government

ing the membership of

controlled for-

the

environmental clubs that exist
in many countries.
These have failed to

estry reserves

of peasant

agri-

attract

significant
popular interest in

culture

have

their activities and

of

tend to confine their

rooted, fences

membership to small,
relatively well to do
sections of the popula-

destroyed and
park guards attacked by local

numerous

which
sited

had thousands

tion.

communities,

encour-

aging children from

as

Protected animals: But

success

depends

on

meeting the needs and livelihoods of local

populations.

schools and clubs in such areas to engage
in activities remain few and far between and

peipetuate the gap between people from different socio-economic backgrounds on this
issue.
“The environmental movement has had
trouble

shaking off its image of a leisured
class worried about luxury issues. Earlier
appeals to environmental issues neglected
to mention good economic arguments for

concrete moves to

significantly reduce
foreign debt so as to lessen the need to engage in harmful activities in the first place.
Scepticism towards the environmental
or

These double standards have left

tain

a cer-

scepticism in developing countries.

livelihoods ofmilthe land. Environmental

possibilities”. (Redctff^ et al. Concepts Of

the self-interest of the world’s well off, who
seek ways of ameliorating their own cli-

same

time

conserva-

tion arguments arose

in the North from a
relatively prosperous class base where conservation related to

which

did

was

not

a

natural environment

largely an arena for leisure. This

reflect Issues in the south where the

environment is much

more

of a

resource to

be used for sustaining the

lions of people on
value here is stated in terms of production
The Environment In The Social Sciences.

matic future without much sacrifice of their

Chapter 4:2, 1995).

own

This “class” division at the national level
is echoed in the international arena. Many

of

developing countries consider that the
cent concerns

up-

re-

of the industrialized world in

relation to

global environmental issues, such
as climate change and depletion of the
ozone layer, are hypocritical. Now that
countries in the North have achieved
tain level of material

a cer-

development it is all
for them to insist that their southem counterparts restrict their attempts at in-

too easy
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comforts, there is indeed
‘environmental

an

element

colonialism’.’’

(Brookfield, Concepts Of The Environment
In The Social Sciences. 1995, Reader 3 Pg
159/160,).
What constitutes an environmental issue needs to be redefined to reflect the social and economic needs of poorer communities if a local consensus is to be achieved.
Where consensus does not exist environmental
way

was

a means

of

depriving them
of

a source

of

livelihood.

It

only when the communities had some
in the control and use of these reserves

say
that destructive activities declined.

The establishment of

protected areas
developing countries and the resulting
hostility of local people, who often remain marginalized from park benefits,
also illustrates the point that you can only
protect and care for the environment if
in

agenda

Referring to the recent international concems about global warming and depletion
of the ozone layer one author voiced these
suspicions;
“It is not without reason that many in
developing countries s.ee the emphasis being placed on their actual and potential contribution to global warming as a concerted
effort to check their development, or more
subtly to make it dependent or cleaner but
costly Western technology. In so far as concem about global climatic change reflects

conservation. At the

trees

residents who
saw the scheme

Promoting debates
about the environment
in poorer marginalized

were

near areas

projects will fail in exactly the same
that other development projects fail if

basic needs and livelihoods of resident

populations are met. On a recent trip to
Cuba, for example, I was informed by the
staff of a targe national park in the south
of the country that poaching, cutting
down of trees, grazing of animals in park land
and destruction of park fences and property
had only declined once local communities
had received access to some of its benefits.
Tourism related to the protected area had

helped to procure jobs for local people. Controlled cutting down of trees for charcoal production was pennitted for local residents. In-

forming the community about the value of
park and the importance of preserving its
bio-diversity had become one of the maJor priorities for park’s staff over recent
the

years.

“Development and conservation need to
hand in hand,” claimed the director of
parks services in Cuba. “The fact that they
have been enemies for so long explains why
many environmental projects in developing countries have had such a low success
go

rate”.!
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Winning the battles but losing the war
t is very rare

for a member of the in
telligence profession to write an au
tobiography. It is surprising, therefore, that Markus Wolf has decided to put
down his successes and failures in print,
and to leave it to posterity to decide what
to make of his life history.

I

One of the aftermaths of the Second
was the division of Germany

World War

into two states, one socialist and the other

capitalist. The ensuing cold war was intensely felt in the divided Beflin. Here were
stationed not only the armed forces of
NATO and the Warsaw Pact, but all the in-

telligence services of Europe and North
America. Intelligence gathering, dirty tricks,
counter-intelligence, misinformation and
every weapon in the arsenal of this trade
were used to discover what was happening
on the other side, and, if possible, to infiltrate it.

*MAN WITHOUT A FACE

:

The

au-

tobiography of Communism’s greatest
Spymaster Markus wolf with Anne
Mcelvoy Times Books, New York, 1997,
pp.367
People have heard of the CIA. MI5,
MOSSAD, BND and KGB; these

are

cosidered to be formidable intelligence services. But not many have heard of the greatest

of them all,

according to even tlie major intelligence organisations themselves.
created in 1945 from
scratch. Unlike its west Germany counterSTASI

part, BND,

was

which absorbed some of Hitler’s

cadres, STASI started

anew,

and recruited

from tlie ranks of anti-fascist forces. One of
the persons involved in its creation was
Markus Wolf, and he was the head of its for-

eign intelligence department for almost 40
years.
Wolfs Jewish father was

engaged in leftwing politics, and upon the ascent of Hitler
to power, ran into exile, first to Austria, then
Switzerland, France, and the then Soviet
Union. His family followed him, and thus
Wolf was brought up, studied and started his
working life in Moscow. It was here that
Germany communists recruited him for the
first anti-fascist radio station. Upon his return to Germany after the collapse offascism,
he started working for a newspaper and was
present during the proceedings ofthe Nuremberg Trial.
One of the founders of the German
Democratic Republic, Wolf was asked to
create a

30

foreign intelligence unit, HVD,

whose

major responsibility would be Intelligence gathering outside the GDR, the infiltration of spies into otlier countries, recruitment of informers in other countries,

Ironically, the waves of exiles from East
Germany to West Germany provided the
GDR intelligence service with the golden
opportunity of sending hundreds of spies
first to FRG and then to other places. These
were allowed to stay dormant as
‘sleeping
spies’ until they were activated. The most
etc.

famous of these

was

who

West

was sent to

Gunter Guidlaume,

Germany, lay low
long time, was activated, infiltrated
into the political establishment where he
rose to be a close personal assistant to
Whilly Brandt when he was the West Gerfor

a

man

Chancellor.

When Gunter Gullaume

was discovered
and arrested, Willy Brandt had to resign.
After his arrest, Guillaume told the police,
‘1 am a citizen of the GDR, and its officer.

Respect that’.
The most dramatic

success

of the East

Germany security service was the infiltration of its agents into the NATO Headquarters in Brussels. HVD agents were able to
penetrate the most secret organs of the
NATO apparatus, and to obtain the most
sensitive materials, most of which were
shared with the Soviet Union. In areas
where the KGB feared to tread, the East

Germany

were
and succeeded.
able to acquire

able to

pave

their

way

in,

Funchs, for example, was
information in Britain that
enabled the Soviet to catch up with the
United States in the

production of atomic

weapons.
But HVD

was just one side of the intelligence coin of the GDR. The other side of
the coin was the internal wing that was one
of the organs of the State that brought fear
to all. It set aside all norms of legality, and
hounded, harassed, grilled and squeezed
everyone who expressed a different opin-

ion from the official

one.

From the archives

of the former STASI, we now know that
this intelligence organisation kept a file
every adult GDR citizen. Wolf strenuously tries to show that he did not know
what was happening in the other wing.This
is difficult to believe. Though he was head
of foreign intelligence, he must have been
privy to what was going on inside the
GDR; and as the most senior person in
the country’s intelligence community, he
must have known about purges, killings,
on

arrests

and detentions of thousands of true

and

imaginary "enemies of the state’
Wolf s most historic espionage coup was

undoubtedly the infiltration of Gunter
Guillaume into Bonn’s political establishment.

Guillaume, code-named Hansen, had
worked in an East Berlin publishing firm
with connections to the state security systern, and in the mid-fifties, he and his wife
Christel were sent to West Germany where

they mingled with the tide of emigres. They
settled in Frankfurt where they caught the
attention of the right-wing members of the
Social-Democratic Party. From then on, his
star rose until he came close to the

highest

of power. According to Wolf, a year
before Guillaume was exposed, it was
known in West Germany intelligence establishment and political circles close to the
Chancellor that he was a spy. Only Willy
Brandt did not know. Why was Guillaume
allowed to continue and to have access to
most sensitive materials? Wolf speculates
that there were elements, including Helmut
Schmit who later succeeded Brandt as Chanseat

cellor, who

interested in embarassing
forcing him to resign. Although this event showed the powers of the
East Germany intelligence system, it dampwere

Brandt and thus

ened the enthusiasm that West Germans had
had on the ‘Östpolitik’, the policy of open-

ing up to the GDR and developing normal
relations with it.
In its technical support to third world countries, the GDR also included training oftheir

intelligence services. Among countries that
Ethiopia,
Somalia, Mozambique, Egypt, Sudan,
North and South Yemen, Syria, Congo
Brazaville, Kampuchea, Angola and
benefited from tliis support were

Zanzibar, the PLO, ZAPU and the ANC.
Wolf narrates how the GDR got attracted
Zanzibar. A few days after the 1964

to

revolution, Zanzibar fully recognised the
GDR, the first country to have done so
outside the socialist community. To
show its appreciation for what was then
a bold move, GDR poured in a lot of
and took up the training of a
lot of people, including the security personnel. General Rolf Market was sent

resources

specifically to set up the security system
and the training of its personnel. Wolf
came

with him to Zanzibar in 1996 to over-

that operation. There is a photograph
in the book showing both of them with the
two Zanzibar security chiefs. Col. Seif
see

Bakari and Ibrahim

Makungu, drinking

‘madafu.’l
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The Economic Structural

Adjustment
Programme: The Case
of Zimbabwe
ALLAST MWANZA

I

n

this

book, Dr Mlambo traces the ori-

gins of Zimbabwe’s adjustment pro
gramme (SAP) between 1990 and
1995. The introductory chapter provides
a brief post independence economic history of Zimbabwe. The author is an economic historian. We

are

told

a

familiar

story that immediately after attainment
of

independence,

regime of price consubsidies was implemented while social services provision
(e.g. education and health) expanded rapidly. Formal sector employment also expanded and workers’ earnings rose due,
in part, to the imposition of a minimum
wage. As a result the quality of life of the
majority of the population improved considerably during the first decade of independence. However, “by 1995, the optimism was fading away fast as the impressive gains made in the educational, health
and other fields were being steadily
eroded...” (P. v.ii, paragraph 4) according to Mlambo SAP was the most decisive factor in the reversal of gains registered during the first decade of independence (pix, para-3).
.
What Dr Mlambo points out in the introductory chapter is a familiar story. Zimbabwe’s economic history is similar to that
trols and

a

consumer

of other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa.
In

general the immediate post-independence
is associated with improvements in social services delivery However, in almost
all cases, the economic policies tend to be
derigiste, reflecting, perhaps, the radical (socialist?) policies that the “new” nationalist
government implement. In most cases,
derigisme is accompanied by expansionary
fiscal and monetary policies, rising government and balance of payments deficit, economic nationalism and rising unemployment and inflation and foreign debt. It is
these symptoms of economic malaise that
the structural adjustment programmes
(SAPs) are designed to eliminate.
^"^hapter 1 provides an analysis of a
typical IMF/WB type adjustment
programme. At the outset, Mlambo argues
era

.
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that for poor highly indebted countries, adjustment programmes provide a seal of approval for the donor and lender community,
including the IMF and World Bank. Mlambo

also concedes that the “need for economic

adjustment is not at issue” since past inappropriate government policies perpetrated
economic distortion and thus worsened the
economic crisis. Rather what is being contested “is the nature of the economic reforms
which the IMF and WB impose on devel-

In most cases,

derigisme is accompanied by expansionary
fiscal and monetary policies,
rising government and balance ofpayments deficit, economic nationalism and rising
unemployment and inflation
and foreign debt.
oping countries (p.2, paral). Thereafter, the
chapter provides a critical analysis of the
impact of SAPS. Using the evidence of
many scholars and institutions, Mlambo passionately builds a case against adjustment.
The main message is that structural adjustment is not really a growth or development
strategy and thus economic conditions tend
to deteriorate in countries implementing
such a reform programme. The chapter ends
with a discussion of what the writer perceives to be the IMFAVB secret agenda: they
use

adjustment to contol economic policies

of the third world and, thus to benefit the
rich countries.
The second

chapter-Zimbabwe’s Incountry’s political
economy since the close of the last century.
Among the major highlights are the discussion of the land tenure system, the impact
of the economic sanctions imposed by the
international community in response to the
Uniteral Declaration of Independence (UDI)
by the settler regime, the impact of the war
heritance-discusses the

of liberation and the

emerging economic

crisis; The main message in the chapter is
that settler government policies created an
economic structure that

was

characterised

by concentration of land ownership and
highly skewed income distribution. The war
of liberation was designed to redress tliis
imbalance. United Nations imposed economic sanctions were so poorly implemented that the Rhodesian economy actually grew rapidly during the late 1960s and
the 1970s
oes that ring a bell? Rhodesia’s
southern neighbour-South Africa
also subjected to the so called international sanctions. In that country sanctions
tended to provoke a “siege” mentality and
was

harnessed the country’s creative and productive potential. The result was again a

rapidly growing

economy during a period
of economic sanctions! Sanctions work only
when their imposition coincides with, or

promotes the interests of the major powers.
The sad case of Iraq attests to this position.

Chapter three (3)-The Descent into
ESAP-attempts to provide an answer to the
question posed earlier: why did the new
Zimbabwe government embrace structural
adjustment despite the available evidence
that such a strategy would lead to economic
chaos? Dr. Mlambo agues that the poor performance of the economy forced the government to implement adjustment. But hold
on, was adjustment perceived to be the only
viable option? Were there no viable alternatives? Would not somebody have fine
tuned policies such as import substitution
industrialisation? Did anybody try to “panel
beat” policies which had led to growth in
the past in an effort to promote growth and
development?
I^To, we are missing the point here!
Dr. Mlambo should

come out

clear

and state

catagorically that governments do
not choose to implement structural adjustment. The decision to implement adjustment
is a “forced march”! The IMF/WB type adjustment is an across-board economic liberalization designed to increase the role of
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markets and reduce the role of the state

achievements in health services

when

ways

while

some

arena

reduction of the role of

judged by rising child immunisation declining infant and maternal mortality and increasing life expectancy. These gains were
in part made possible by increasing budg-

government and raising of the magical mar-

etary allocation to health and education sec-

ket

place will achieve what years of previ-

tors.

ous

effort have not. One must admit that

increasing openness both to trade and
to capital fiows and other inputs. Personally I think it is simplistic and foolish to insist that the

mere

The decision to

justment is a

implement ad^‘forced march ’7

However, beginning 1990 most of

these

gains were slowly being eroded by
the negative impact of stnictural adjustment.
Apparently, in an effort to control the
budget deficit, the government reduced its
spending more on the services sectors than
in others. The reduction in health and edu-

cation
the role of the state in

development has at

times been oversold and many governments
have made mistakes. However, it is clear
that “market fundamentalism” that is at the
core

of IMF/WB advice is devoid of a clear

understanding of the economic, social, cultural and political complexities at play in
most poor countries. We know that the role
of the state in eliminating market imperfections and failures, effecting distributional
and “non-economic” objectives and managing political pressures is crucial. Even the
World Bank has come to accept this view
(see World Bank, World Development Report, 1997). Meanwhile, in the real world,
forced marches to adjustment have usually
strained government activity and created the
impression that such programmes are extemally imposed rather than internally gencrated.
In other
ment must

words, the Zimbabwe govern-

have known about

associated with

(of) the risks
adoption of adjustment.

budgets was accompanied by moves
to pass on the cost of these services to the
poor. The result was that service delivery
declined markedly and was exacerbated by
the drift of health and education personnel
to the private sector or to neighbouring
countries.
.

The last

Chapter (?)-the conclusion

-

The reduction in health and

education

budgets was accompanied by moves to pass on the
cost of these services to the
poor.
summaries the discussion of the previous
chapters. However, the writer goes back to
argue that “ the need for an economic adjustment programme in Zimbabwe is not an
issue”. In fact, “Zimbabwe at 1991 had no
alternative to adjustment”. Dr Mlambols
main argument is that adjustment does not

growth and that it fails to alleviate
poverty while making the indebted country
restore

They were “force marched” into adjustment
not only by the poor perfomance of the
economy (need we implement adjustment
just because the economy is performing
badly?) but also by the conventional wisdom of the

day, which is based

on a

global

fortunes
through the asymmetical implementation of
adjustment programmes. In tliis cruel world,
if a country wants to implement its own (altemative) economic programme, it must be
able to do so using its own resources. Apparently, Zimbabwe did not have those rerearrangement of economic

sources.

^^hapter four (4) discusses the gains
the

\^made in the service sectors during
first decade of independence and lays
on education and health
We learn that primary and second-

special emphasis
sectors.

education enrolment and the number of
more than doubled during 19801990. Enrolment at the University of Zimbabwe almost doubled during the same peary

schools

riod. Meanwhile, there were
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tremendous

dependent on donors. Moreover, a
point is made that structural adjustment’s
main objective is to impose a new form of
economic control through market forces.
The Chapter ends with a UNICEF version of
adjustment with a human face and OXFAM’s
reformed adjustment framework.
more

Emerging Issues/Observations
there alternatives to

adjust
question has been
raised many times and Dr Mlambo has
posed it in his book. I personally see foolre

ment? This

ishness in the argument, so

often put forby the IMF/WB and others, that there
is no alternative to structural adjustment.
Economic theory is full of examples of alternatives, most of which are implied in
trade-offs, such as the Phillips curve. When
confronted with this question, I usually answer that in economic theory, there are al¬
ward

alternatives, which can be ranked in
order. The major challenge is to consider or calculate the cost of the next best
alternative. If it is found to be feasible and
country has resources, then it can be implemented. It appears that countries are
a

forced to

implement adjustment produe to lack of resources to support their own programmes. But we know
that adjustment is not “free” We need thus,
grammes

remind ourselves that we should not trust
the Greeks, not even when they come bear-

to

ing presents.
We

know that

despite its tempting
packaging adjustment is not a development
strategy. Rather its role is to create efficiency conditions through the promotion of
the interplay of market forces. Adjustment
of the IMF/Wb type is a throwback to economic orthodoxy and market fundamentalnow

ism. On the other hand what Zimbabwe and
other poor countries need is a strategy that

promotes structural change since it is
through this process that economies transit
into self sustaining growth and development.

Observations

Chapter 1 which is largely a critique of
adjustment programmes is too long. In my
view some of the material can be “edited
out” without negatively impinging on the
flow of the arguments. I am not too sure
also that the positioning of this chapter is

appropriate. 1 also think that large segments
of the introductory chapter can be fused into
chapter 1. Chapter 4 and 5 contain the “heart
of the matter” since it is in them that the
writer builds a case against adjustment. In

view there is need to make these chap“punchy”. One way would be to
provide more empirical evidence of
detereoration caused by adjustment. A major challenge would be to show whether this
my

ters more

deterioration would have occured with

or

without adjustment.

The book. However, relies too much on secondary sources and relies on too many quotations. The impres-

sion created is that the writter has

no

inde-

pendent opinion. This book review can only
end on a positive note. Dr Mlambo’s book
is easy to read and provides the reader with
a well documented story of why Zimbabwe
opted for adjustment and the consequences
of taking that decision. Most of the arguments are well presented and supported with
evidence from other studies.

This book is

a must

for all those inter-

ested in the economic drama that is

currently
unfolding in Zimbabwe and for those who
would like to know how we got to be where
we

are.B
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